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"I see a direct line: nothing is
lost," he said.
Valdez graduated from San Jose
State College in 1964 (it was not yet
a university), with a degree in F.nglish. He also became involved in
theater.
His career in theater led him into
the film industry and he directed
movies such as "7.00t Suit" and
"La Flamba."
He is also the artistic director and
founder of El Teatro Campesino,
recognized as the nation’s leading
Hispanic -American theatre.
As a successful film director and
the preeminent Hispanic playwright
See GRADUATION, page 12
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Youth counselor attains dream

Graduates to be greeted
by ’La Bamba’ director
By Serena Griffith
Daily staff writer
SJSU alumnus Luis Valdez, who
directed the film "La Bamba," remembers when San Jose State was
"confronting the establishment"
and hosting civil rights movements
in the 1960s.
On Saturday, May 28, he will
speak at SJSU’s commencement
ceremony about the "essential"
university experience.
"You are bound to go through
ups and downs in life, and in your
university life," he said. "But it’s
always interesting to look back. I
have the perspective of 25 years,
and I look back.
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By Lisa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
Eleven years ago, an angry Bill Ramos walked out

Kathleen Howe

Special to the Daily

11111 Ramos stands outside the
Mosquito Club in San Jose.

in the middle of a class and almost never came back.
He was just nine units short of a bachelor’s degree in
social science.
On May 28, Ramos, now 45, will finally receive
his degree. He didn’t return to SJSU until this spring.
During his time away, he carried the burden of not
practicing what he constantly tells the San Jose youth
he works with: "Don’t bum out and don’t lash back (at
unfair treatment)."
The reasons behind his quick departure spanned
years: the trigger was the condescending words of a
teacher.
In elementary school in the 1950s children like
Ramos from migrant labor camps had their toes stepped
on because they didn’t have shoes. They were ridiculed
because of their background and their race.
Ramos remembers a particularly painful incident
when a teacher brought hint before the class and cut off
a long lock of his hair that was styled in a "waterfall,"
or pompadour. These painful memories rushed back to

him in 1977, when an SJSU professor publicly chided
him for asking how to find a particular article in the library.
Ramos describes his reenrollment at SJSU as a
major comeback and his graduation a milestone. "I
needed to graduate. It gives me a new surge of energy.
I’m so turned on again to life." he said.
The club, which he founded in 1969 at age 27, is
located in the campus neighborhood. It looks like every
other house on the block. Its only distinctive features
are the red truck, bus and van parked out front. The vehicles and a red and white sign hanging on the porch all
bear the name Mosquito’s.
The fathers of these families did not have the skills
for industry; this led to families turning to welfare and
fathers moving out of the house because of welfare
guidelines.
Surrounded by plaques of appreciation from various organizations and local schools, and photographs
of kids. Ramos talks about the purpose of the organization. Mosquito’s is an acronym for May Our Son’s
Quick Understanding Install Trust Over Stubbornness.
See RAMOS, page 13

The first
legal swim
r
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Trey Duffy, left, a sign language interpreter, asks John Moore, head of
disabled students services, how the water is.

Pool officially opens
after months of delay
By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
Yesterday afternoon, shortly after inspectors finished checking over the facility, the
new Aquatics Center finally opened.
Now the Associated Students Program
Board is going ahead with plans for a free
grand opening celebration with music and
food slated for tomorrow (dead day) from 26 p.m.
The Aquatic Center has faced a history of
postponed opening dates that, at one time.
threatened to cancel the grand opening pool
party.
As the celebration’s coordinator, Dan
Tattersfield of the Program Board and others
involved had to put their plans on hold early
this week until the pool passed inspections
required for the facility to open.
Tattersfield said they even considered
printing ads stating that the event wouldn’t
happen.

By Vic Vogler
Like many people from other
countries, Ramon Jimenez came to
America in search of a dream.
A native of Paraguay, Jimenez
came to SJSU to study and throw
the discus. But unless he can find a
nearby university with a track and
field program, his dream may be
cut short,
Pending a final qualification this
June. Jimenez will compete for his
country in the summer Olympics.
But because SJSU has cut track
and field along with three other
sports, he won’t compete for the
Spartans next spring.
"In this country you don’t have
limits. Here you’re supposed to do
whatever you want. Go for it!"

,
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"(The grand opening) has got to be Thursday or not at all," said Tattersfield earlier
this week, explaining that events don’t go
over well during finals.
"It is unfortunate that it had to be a last
minute set-up, but it should be very successful," Tattersfield said.
John Moore. president of the Disabled
Students Association, was the first official
student to take a dive into the nearly million gallon pool.

"The water’s great, I really enjoyed it,"
Moore said, after he back -stroked the width
of the pool.
During the first half-hour the pool was
open, Moore was the only student to plunge
in. Caryn Morley, Aquatics Center Manager
era
1.
said that many students didn’t know that the
Matthew F Durham
Daily staff photographer
pool was going to open.
Morley said she expects more students to
See P001 page /6 John Moore, head of disabled students services, swan dives into the new pool as SJSU’s first legal sw inuner

Track star must search for new school
Daily stall writer
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says the

18 -year-old. "Hut not
here at San Jose State."
Brown -haired with handsome,
chiseled features, Jimenez criticizes the school in a mellow, even
voice.
For Jimenez, the reputation of
SJSU’s track team and its "excellent runners" stretched to Paraguay. Now, with his own dream
threatened, he feels for the other
student -athletes who no longer
have sports.
"They are cutting off the
dreams of a lot of students," Jimenez says. "When you come to the
United States, you think that all
people . . . have an opportunity.
They don’t.
"I want to stay in California,
but I don’t know where," he adds.

Because it’s ttx) late to register
at another university, Jimenez will
spend next fall at SJSU. After that,
he will seek a scholarship at a
nearby college.
But if the money isn’t there, Jimenez might not be either.
"I don’t even want to think
about it," he says, adding that another school could cost more than
his family can afford. "For us, it’s
a lot of money. That’s going to be
more difficult."
Fortunately, qualifying for the
Olympics should be easier, he
says.
Because of limited funds. Paraguay will choose only about 30 of
its best athletes to compete this
summer, the student says. Aside
See TRACK, page 13

Spartan Pub offers summer suds for first time
By I.aura M. Lukas

includes croissants stuffed with egg,
hani :mid cheese, and egg muffins,
summer
over
the
which Bro:ning said are much like
hunting
job
If
gets you down. you can still come those found at certain fast food resback to campus and visit the pub taurants with golden arches.
At 11 a.m beer is available for
with a few friends.
For the first time in its history. the those who wiik to indulge. BrownSpartan Pub will be open during the ing said they ilso hope to experiment
summer. According to Joe Brown- with pasta.
"The Roost and Espresso Ening. daytime manager at the Spartan
Pub, the establishment is staying counter are open. too," Browning
open to accomniodate the lunch reminds, but doesn’t seem to fear the
crowd while the cafeteria undergoes competition. Even though the number of students and faculty on camits facelift.
"The response is pretty good." pus will be greatly diminished durBrowning said. "Especially from ing the summer, the pub still has its
special draw: beer.
the staff and faculty."
"We’ll be pouring all the usual
Browning plans on keeping the
pub open Monday through Friday beer." said Diana March, who will
from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. But be working at the pub during lunchdon’t expect to be tipping any beers time.
March said she doesn’t expect as
before 11 a.m.
The pub is adding a breakfast many people in the pub during the
menu to its menage of edibles that summer as during the fall and spring
Daily stall writer

semesters, but says she "looking
forward to seeing all the regain,"I like (working here) because the
regulars will be here. It’ll be fun, exclusive," she added.
Spartan Pub worker Dave Hidalgo
has different reasons for returning
Seem MIR, page /5

Daily says goodbye
This is the last issue of the
Spartan Daily for this semester.
We will publish again when
classes resume on Thursday,
Aug. 25. Until then, read one of
the available substitutes and
enjoy your vacation.
To those who are graduating congratulations and good
luck in the future.
Katarina lonholt
FAlitot
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A holy history
of the campus
In the beginning, the setjeta;) 01 edUCill10114.1eheaven and Earth, and the state of California.
And he saw that it was poi!.
A more local angle was needed, so then, there
was SJSU.
And the trustees said. "Let there be knowledge!"
And it was good.
Generations of prosperity and wisdom led to the
Gail force creation of the holy bureaucracy.
The wise rulers of the bureaucracy were
charged with distributing true wealth, the ability to
learn, and affordable, hassle -free parking.
Of course, parking in the olden days
was different, but the
important
required
skills for commuting
retain their significance.
As you walk (or
idle your engine)
through the valley of
shadow of death, you
shall fear no evil, for
it is true the wise rulHazel Whitman
ers support us still.
The sage once set
out in further search of how to make a better %%odd
for SJSU dwellers.
And lo and behold, a beautiful idea did cometh.
The answer rang down from the Tower and finally gained the popular nod of approval during a
second voting by students.
The people had spoken, it was time for action,
and a more ivy -league -like image.
The voice called out
let there be Rey Center.
And nearly all thought it was good.
The Rev was the son of a gun. It begat bugdetus-underestimatius, who begat budgetus-inflateus.
Some years later budgetus-confuseus was
begat.
Which eventually, further begat budgetus-scare
us. Begatting can be tun.
Most thought it was good. What’s a bit-o-feehiking among friends? A million more here or a
See HOLY, page 3
ated

A tiny voice
of authority
I here is someone sery speoal in my Me. It it
wasn’t for her. I would have forgotten what three
meals a day meant. And without her. I would al s be locked out of my house.
Before I leave the house in the morning, she always asks me if I have my keys and ill finished my
early morning snack.
We are roommates, but sometimes I wonder if
she’s an extention of my mother.
Although
we
share an apartment. I
still do all the house
work and the cooking.
Sometimes I
wonder if that’s fair.
After I cook. I fix
her plate and serve it
to her. But when I
bring her the plate. I
sometimes forget to
bring her juice and
she says, "where’s
my juice. You forgot
Lisa Walker
my juice. I think,
how ungrateful, but
then return to the kitchen and get her the juice before I sit down to eat.
After an exhausting day and dinner. I fall
straight back on the bed to rest my eyes, knowing
my day is not yet over. Then she walks up to me
and says. "Mommy, you forgot to give me my
bath."
Yes, I am a mother. My roommate is my 3year-old daughter, who never let’s me get away
with anything and keeps me on my toes.
I get up and draw her bath, knowing the day is
almost over.
She dresses herself for bed most of the time because she says she is a big girl now. She hops in
bed and insists that I read her a story.
I can’t do it. So I compromise with her. I ask
her if I could tell her a story instead of reading one.
She agrees, but still doesn’t go to sleep right away.
In the morning, the hardest part is getting ready
for school.
I’ll pick her clothes out and if she doesn’t think
they "match," as she says, she won’t let me put
them on her. If the shirt doesn’t have enough of the
color that’s in her pants, she argues with me.
Oh, and if her socks don’t match, she has a fit.
And she won’t wear tennis shoes with her skirts.
She says she has to wear her other shoes because
they’re for skirts.
How does she know these things? Please tell
me.
Just before we leave the house, I sit on the bed
to gather my nerve to begin the day. She looks at
me and says. "1, 2, 3, 4, 5." I just look at her.
Then she says it again, this time with a little more
authority. "One, 2, 3, 4, 5, that means get up
mommy." I just sat there, wondering if she knew
See VOICE, page 3

I’d like to thank the academy . . .
Movies have their Oscars.
Television has its Emmys.
Broadway rewards excellence with Tonys.
In this, our last issue of the semester, we would like
to salute those in the SJSU community who have been
outspoken and truthful with our first ’Write On"
awards.
Unlike those in the entertainment world, we don’t
believe the best alone should receive recognition. After
all, just as only a handful can be called the best, only a
few can be the worst. In this spirit, we would also like to
offer the first annual "Sin -Sir" awards.
Our first Write On award goes to Francois Lar
rivee, who has spoken to us and the student
body with clarity and honesty. As head of the
Spartan City Family Association. Francois has been one
of SJSU’s few real activists.
bSpeaking of activists, we must salute wrestling
coach Kevin Hejnal, whose tireless fight
against the SJSU bureacracy to preserve minor
sports reflects his commitment to the students.
the other hand. a Sin-Sir must he extended
gpOn
to President Gail Fullerton, who has been partially responsible for cutting four minor sports
and attempting to close Spartan City. Furthermore, Fullerton’s uncanny ability to digress turns campus news
conferences into what we refer to affectionately as
"Storytime with Grandma."
Of course, a Sin -Sir is bestowed upon Student
gri-A Union Director Ron Barrett. Has Ron failed to
provide students with crucial information about
the Rey Center project? Has he misled them, and told
them half-truths? No comment.
wish to award a Write On to Kim KomeOiWe
nich, the Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer
and former Spartan Daily photo editor who
made plenty of time available for SJSU students earlier
this semester.

Mike Lewis

Jeff Elder

court. guys.
respectfully extend a Sin -Sir to Henry OrcjWe
bach. a nice man who ends every conversation
with the Daily, no matter how innocent, with
"but don’t use my name in the paper." Thank you for all
of your interviews Mr. Orbach. and now for the credit
you deserve: Henry Orbach Henry Orbach Henry Henry
Orbach Henry Orbach Henry Orbach Henry Orbach
Henry Orbach Henry Orbach.
Paul Morris, we don’t know what award to give
you. We are really not sure what you’ve been
saying for the past three years. What’s that.
Paul? (Mumble, Henry Orbach. mumble, mumble)

Ntit

John Moore we would like to give a Write
On for showing the campus the abilities of the
ailTo
Disabled Students Association and for always
making himself available to the Daily and the campus.
To Dan Buerger. Fullerton’s boy Friday, a SinSir for not coming clean when asked specific
questions by the field hockey and wrestling
teams at last week’s A.S. meeting. (Henry Otbachl I
guess, like another famous sidekick, your speciality is to
"Book ’ern, Dant)...

Bob Ringe. head of fund raising for the
TATo
fountain’s redesign, a big Sin -Sir for telling the
A.S. "Somebody said I might want to go over
and take a look at a fountain in Los Gatos." Turns out
that somebody was Gail Fullerton. Gosh. Bob. didn’t
you think we knew who that "somebixiy" was?

Write On award to the office of Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, which seems to care
aiA
more about the students on this campus than our
own administration.

Write On to the first people to officially enjoy
the new pool (at least the first to be booked).
OiA
Brian, Brad and Katy. After braving the mighty
SJSU security force to have fun on a hot spring night,
they. told us and the students all about it Good luck in

finally. to Randy Hoffman. the loneliest
clAnd
guy in town, a Sin -Sir for eliminating quality
programs from campus to build moneymaking
ones. (Hank) while never really admitting that was what
lie was doing tOrbie .1

Letters to the Editor
Thank you, Dave
Editor.
Yes, I am writing in response to
Dave Lanson’s infamous column,
"Publiminal Messages."
No, this is not a critical attack on
the column.
As a journalism major, who has
studied at SJSU for the past three
years. I have come to appreciate the
strong efforts which have been directeci at the Spartan Daily’s Forum
Page. Since my emphasis is magazine journalism, I am not required
to be a part of the staff, however, if
time permitted. I would be.
If I have learned one thing in preparing for my future. I have learned
that a good writer is someone who
provokes an individual to think. An
excellent writer provokes someone
to react. Dave Lanson does both.
Although I must admit that I
haven’t found any of his subject matters appealing or at least similar to
my own particular opinions, I have
read each one of his columns. They
keep me interested which is a skill
most writers strive to obtain.
Besides the column. I have also
read numerous letters to the editor
complaining about Dave’s "insensitivity and unqualified skills." Students claim that he spends too much
time at the Pub, which does not cor-

relate with writing an "abrasive"
column.
Well. Dave, you must be doing
something right because you are
turning our overwhelming apathetic
student body into an active one. Students are taking time out of their
busy schedules and are writing letters to you.
Sometimes, in order to be the
best, you have to step on toes. The
top television talk show hosts use insult after insult to get public attention. Why shouldn’t you be allowed
to do the same? Students should realize that all opinions need not be justified -- everyone is entitled to express his own beliefs.
I hope that I will be able to succeed in the future as you have in
stirring people’s emotions. Your
writing is unique, and in turn. admirable.
Thanks for giving me inspiration
and a few laughs along the way!
Ilona Finkelstein
Junior
Journalism

came over me. First, the students’
fees were raised $27 to pay for the
cost overruns on the Rey Center
($27x 28,((X) students equals $756.000 per semester!)
Then, our parking fees were more
than doubled. Of course, there is the
WST exam for juniors who must
take 100W. Another $25. (Oh. and
thanks so much for making the WST
a combination waiver so students
who want to waive 100W will not
have to pay another $25 to try. Too
bad for the students who’ve already
taken the old waiver exam.)
And let’s not forget the recent
elimination of cross country, wrestling, track and field, and field
hockey. Eighty students and six
coaches were displaced so that three
trainers for one sport could be accommodated. I’m going to be sick
every time I attend an SJSU football
game.
Personally. I’d like to take back
my contribution to Gail Fullerton’s
$81010 salary. It is obvious to me
that she is overly concerned with
milking the students for everything
we’ve got.
SJSU disappointing
Elaine Naomi LaJoie
Editor,
Sophomore
Of the many universities in the
Physics
Ray area, I chose this one for its
great reputation and low expense.
See Letters, page 3
I’m beginning to wonder what

at the Spartan Daily for an enAfter working
tire year. I’ve come to take a David Letterman-like approach to what goes on. The
relationships between the newspaper and the different groups on campus really made me think about
why the Daily has been around for the last 50-plus
Nears.
or should I say, fingers
So. with pen in hand
and my sincerest apologies to
on keyboard
David Letterman and his writers, here are my Topl0 reasons why the Daily exists:
#10. To educate the journalism students at
SJSU. Don’t let this one fool you. The three units
these hard-working journalists in training receive is
lust a front for students in other majors, who would
have a temper tantrum if journalism students were
given units based upon the amount of work they do
every day. Reporters are required to spend three
hours per day at the Daily and editors usually spend
up to 10 hours per day here putting out the paper.
That’s 15 and 50 hours per week. Journalism students would graduate in about three semesters.
#9. To give the Spartan Review/Spartan
Daisy something to imitate. For those of you who
haven’t been able to sleep nights for the past week
because you were wondering if there is some connection. no, repeat, no affiliation exists between
thank God! However,
the Daily and the Review
the editors of the Daily do wish to thank the editors
of the Review/Daisy for recognizing a real journalistic publication when they see one. Nice try, guys.
#8. To line the bird cages of the residents at
Spartan City. We all know why the Spartan City
families use the Daily and not the San Jose Mercury
they don’t have to pay for the Daily. No
News
wonder why the boxes empty out so fast. The little
birds may be reading the Mere soon, though. When
the residents have to move out in August, many of
the City residents will have to quit school and get
real jobs. Will they have the time to stop by campus
to pick up their bird’s Daily? Stay tuned.
#7. To serve as a dam during residence hall
floods. As one Moulder Hall resident will attest, a
stack of Dailys works wonderfully when hot.
steamy water is trying to squeeze its way under the
door from the broken water main in the hallway. It
does make a mess, though.
#6. To act as a head cover when the elements
sneak up on unsuspecting students without umbrellas. Face it, the boxes are always empty when a
bright day turns to gloom at SJSU. Students can be
seen scurrying down the walkways, soggy. overinked Dailys draped over their heads, newsprint
running down their faces. Of course, the administrators would never be caught dead with a Daily
stuck to their hair; it would make the wrong kind of
statement to the rest of the campus atiee all, the
Daily could never be above the administration.
#5. To kill various bugs, spiders and stinging insects. Warning: a rolled -up Daily will nor kill
cockroaches. The Sunday edition of the MerClIIN
News tall se% eral hundred pages of in might.
#4. To give advertising someplace to hide
the inserts. I think my favorite insert has always
been the tire ads, which resemble something close
to gigantic bumblebees with their yellow and black
print. Someone finally came up with a brilliant idea
last week when Access magazine came out the
same day the advertisers hid another insert. I could
help but notice a large garbage can placed under the
box outside Dwight Flentel Hall. When people
picked up a Daily, the two inserts fell right into the
garbage can. Perfect!
#3. To give President Gail Fullerton areason to have her news conferences. The only people ever there are a Daily reporter and photographer, a person from KSJS and a person from
Update. Believe me. I’ve been to these things. I
don’t know too many people who watch Channel
54 or listen to radio news. so the Daily becomes her
guinea pig I mean, news outlet.
#2. To give students and faculty attractive
black ink spots on their clothing and hands. Our
printer has a fondness for occasionally using too
much ink, especially on days when it is hot and
people are sweaty. Just a hint from Heloise: rubbing these spots while using every four-letter word
in the book does no good. Spray and Wash would
be a better solution.
And the #1 reason why the Daily exists (drum
roll. please):
To give the students at SJSU a place to voice
their views. In all seriousness, on behalf of the
staff. I thank you, our readers, for your continued
support and reaction. Without you. Dave Lanson
wouldn’t have a reason to write his columns.
Karen M. Derenzi has enjoyed the opportunity of being Editor in Chief of the Spartan
Daily. She would like to thank all those who
made this semester a most challenging experience. This is the final appearance of "Vlore
Than Meets the Eye."

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you

our

readers.

Your ideas. comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By listening
to our readers we can better serve the campus community.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
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Parents are grateful

;
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Editor,
As a representative for the parents
of the Frances Gulland Child Development Center. I would like to acknowledge the Civil Engineering
Club (AGC). Professor Thomas
Shultz, and especially Eric
land
for the outstanding job they did in
designing, installing and landscaping the children’s outdoor play environment at the child care center.
The project was the brainchild of
center director Karen Sheridan.
Working together with Pastor Tom
!vieCoy, Karen and Eric mobilized a
diverse group of church members.
parents, engineering club members
and Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity members into one organized force.
Over a period of three weeks they
demolished the old play yard and removed the old equipment. They then
installed a new landscape, lawn.
sprinkler system, sandbox, climbing
tire and hobbit tunnel.
In addition, Eric secured expert
advice from his father, Hans Biland.
owner of Hans Nand Landscaping
Inc. His company generously donated tools, heavy machinery and
labor to the project.
This fall, Eric will head a team of
engineering students on another project in which they will design and
construct a developmentally appro.
priate play structure for the children.
Because of all the time and energy
everyone put into the playground,
the children at the center now enjoy
a safer and more stimulating environment. We parents are very grateful.
Bonnie Alelnerney
Industrial I echnology Student

Remarks offensive
. Editor.
I am writing in response to Mark
Clintsman’s letter to the editor published on May 13.
I :tin offended and, most of all,
disappointed at some of Mr.
: Clintsman’s remarks. Although I am
not familiar with the Lisa Walker
case, I feel his letter suggested that
minorities on this campus are not
held responsible for their actions.
and are entitled to special treatment.
His insensitivity and ignorance
: disappoint me. As a minority. I have
never received special treatment:

Holy

moreover. I have always been held
responsible for my actions and, especially, my grades.
Mr. Clinisman, I wish I could
grant you your wish. I wish you
could be a minority. Then maybe
you can "scream racism over the
most obscure isssues." You’ll probably find you need to in order to
keep your sanity! Enough is enough!
Nestor (Ricky) Valencia
Senior
I lealth Science

Team apologizes
Edititi
We would like to extend our deepest apologies to anyone offended in
the article about field hockey (in the
May 9 Spartan Daily). Peggy Cuppy
is no longer with our program and
we are sorry for any derogatory comments concerning other teams. Our
aim is not to put down other sports.
but to encourage the existence of all
current athletic teams here at SJSU.
Athletes, students and faculty
need to support all university programs -- including athletics. Minor
sports are just as important as major
sports in representing SJSU. We all
need to join together for the exis
fence of all sports.
The Field Hockey Team

and the three who sports. you laded
to realize just how hard it is to just
pick up and go to another school
You promised you would help us in
contacting schools, hut the only pro
ple that I can see doing that is out
coaches. They are the ones without
jobs and yet since they care enough
for their players, they are talking to
other schools.
Mr. Hoffman. when I met you last
year when you just arrived. I introduced myself in an effort to knovs
who our new athletic director was. 1
introduced myself as a proud Spartan
field hockey player. I had a lot of respect for you but now that’s all gone.
I can’t have respect for someone
who lies, is not straight forward and
won’t even face all of the students he
has cut. You may not be at the top 1,1
the chain of conmiand. hut you made
the recommendations to Dr. Fiji
lerton.
Mr. Hoffman, the last thing I must
tell you is that I am approaching no
last year of eligibility and Mil,
looking firm aid to having a succe,
ful senior ’,em Now thanks to this
"wise" decision that is supposed
’benefit everyone involved.’’ I ale
Hoffman unfair
looking around (between my el:1.w,,
and studying for finals) for anodic’
kditor,
Mr. Hoffman, when you so "tear- college to attend. Unfortunately .
fully" decided to cut field hockey Mr. Hoffman. you failed to recall/

dress and heels, anti headed to the
Valley Fair shopping mall. Armed
with my dad’s Visa ( which I had to
goad him into letting me use). I set
out for Nordstrom specifically. I was
helped very nicely by the sales clerk
at the Clinique counter, buying a
total of five make-up items that I had
run out of. Then I was practically
mauled by shoe clerks. It seemed if I
flashed that Visa, people came running. Well, so much for that day.
On Sunday. I again took a drive to
Nordstrom. this time dressed in
jeans. my Reeboks. and a sweater.
The jeans are nelA . the sweater semi new, and the shoes only barely
scuffed. I headed to the Clinique
counter again only to be "politely"
ignored. Same thing happened at the
shoe department. Not one person
came to me unless I was the only one
there
then I couldn’t be ignored.
I just wanted to know if this has
happened to anyone else’? Maybe together we can do something about
this "practice" of lack of it.
Eve C. Martinez
Freshman
Business Management

nue that as an iti it/111111g Sellh/f. and Mr. Asam’s IMay 13 letter)
1111P4 Still/OIS will not take me to play
conservative America. Mr. Avail’
hockey. They can’t afford to give me warns Katarina Jonholt to "be care
money because they %%Mild rather in- fur with her opinion pieces
in
vest it in a younger player.
his America, would free speech lie
Mr. Hoffman. as a player in- prohibited?
volved in this cut, I would again like
Heck, that’s what the Reagan ad
to thank you for this decision that is ministration (iii the person of Val
affecting my athletic, and most im- Met: st: I has been try ing tii do for die
poitantly, my scholastic career.
past seven years
iepeal the hill tit
Tina Parrott rights. Perish the thought that the)
liberal Studies might be successful, Mr. Avant cali
find any number of commies is lucre
.1
Warning on free speech? free speech is banned today.
McKentie Walker
Editor.
Senior
One last comment "II astrology
Business Administration

The
OASIS
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Thursday Night
,
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POOL PARTY!
\
Dance ALL Night Long!

Stores unfair
Editor,
I’m writing this letter to get this
idea off my chest, so to speak.
Has anyone ever noticed the di’.
elimination (can I call it that?) that
sales clerks display to prospective
customers at either Nordstrom. I.
Magnin, or sometimes Macy’s oi
Emporium Capwell?
You might have heard of the
woman, a top executive for a Bay
area company, who shopped regu
lady at Nordstrom on her lunch how
in her business clothes. Well one day
she went shopping on a Lily Satin
day in her jeans, sweatshirt, and
Reeboks to look for a party dress. 01
course, she wanted to be comfort
able while shopping for this impel
tant dress, but she noticed that not
one sales clerk came to help her with
the expensive dress she had picked
out. She patiently waited until she
got fed up. She hurried down to the
credit office and asked for a pair 01
scissors. Right in front of the bewi I
dered cashier, she cut up her Nord,
trom charge card. The next day, she
received apology letters from the
disdainful sales clerks and some
beautiful flowers.
How nice!? Well. I don’t have a
Nordstrom charge card because I ant
a hard working, full -lime college
student. You know the kind.
1 tried an experiment one week
end. On Saturday, I put on a nice

(’onninuedijhain page 2
million more there, what matters is
that the future needs are provided
for.
And they will soon have a pool.
and it will be pretty good. Passing a
few inspections can be such a
bother. The higher needs shall be
served. For those who do not wait,
there is punishment for early back- Continued from page 2
stroking (midnight swims are dan- who the boss was supposed to be
If I speak to someone she doesn’t
gerous.)
, Cast not your dispersions upon the know as I walk her to school, she’ll
waters, for alas it is not proper at this tell me not to talk to stranger,
point in time. Please leave a message "O.K. mommy." I agree and vs e
on the InterMail answering system continue our walk. Then she speak,
:tint your concern will be dealt with to people I don’t know. But they
in the order of importance that it is know her by name. so I keep quiet.
I’m envious of her because she
ranked.
While heavy intellectual reign was has such a unique personality. When
scheduled (441 days and 40 nights or she walks into a room, it lights up
more), a drought instead plagued the with joy. She has so many friends.
most of whom I don’t know.
land.
She notices everything. She
This barrenness spoke, saying
dryly that the Lord giveth and the makes me notice things that I’ve
walked past all semester without re
laird taketh away.
Behold, the magic number will be alizing they are there. Like the dui
14. This number was chosen with sirs beside the Art Building.
How many of you even knew we
help from the stars (Nancy did not
get an exclusive). seven for the boys had daisies on campus’?
I’m in a sorority and she is too
and seven for the girls.
And so, it is offically now to come You can’t convince her that she’s not
to pass, the minor sports were de - a Zeta.
She knows all the chants and
blessed, but it is for the hest, now
songs of the sorority. And she love,
the majors can he stressed.
"Please
going to Greek Shows to be around
The tiny voice called up
her soros.
explain."
Kesh. Kesh, Kesh. I love you and
It could not be heard.
I love being a Illlft111111
And Softie 01(1101 it was good

Voice

TEDDY BEARS DELIVERED
With FREE balloon bouquet
Starting at only $20.00
Over 100 personalities to choose from
including graduation bears

ALL Drinks
2 for 1
4-9pm
200

N.

NO COVER
Opens at 2pm

First

St.

Downtown

292-2212

Call or stop by

SJSU Panhellinic
Wishes You
Good Luck on Finals &

Teddy Bear Express

TEDDY BEAR

1337 S. Winchester Blvd.
San Jose

*,*SS.

379-2203
Good for any ccrasiai 10 t, off wth this ad

ATTENTION: GRADS
(or soon to bel)
Worthington Chevrolet/Yugo
of Cupertino
Invites You
to enjoy the rewards
of a higher education!

A GREAT SUMMER VACATION!

*REBATES UP TO $1400.

A0//

N))

(n0 credit experience required)

Si’
Call Dale Stalie, Fleet Manager
for details on the GM

?Ll"

"Honor Plans"

IWO*
C.HiVF101 F

(408) 253-4000
A.S. ELECTION BOARD THANKS THE
FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS FOR
THEIR TIME AND ASSISTANCE DURING
THE SPRING ’88 ELECTIONS:

’expires 7/5/88

STUDENT UNION AQUATICS CENTER

GRAND OPENING

POOL PARTY
Thursday, May 19 (DEAD DAY) 2p.m.-op.m.

1. Tau Kappa Epsilon
2. A.S. Print Shop
3. Career Planning and Placement
4 Chi Pi Sigma
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PCAA winner eyes championships
SPORTS

Men’s golf sends
players to NCAA

1

Its Iviiiiiter I roman
Daily stall writer
Two SJSU men’s golf members will be representing the
Spartans at the National Collegiate Athletic Association Championships. June N-11 at the North
Ranch Country Club hosted by
the University of Southern California.
Junior Mark Singer and sophomore Mike Foster will be the only
Spartans on the field for this tournament.
"We (the team) were good
enough to go," head coach Dick
Schwendinger said. "But in our
conference rules, no other team
can go to the championships unless the conference champions
go, and Fresno backed out."
The Spartans took a sixth place
finish in the PCAA championships after senior Drew Hant was
disqualified for lack of verificafion of his third round totals.
SJSU was leading after the second round of that tournament.
"Both Singer and Foster are
good representatives." Schwendinger said. "They’ll be compatible in competition. They’re
strong at that level."
Singer and Foster placed themselves on the all -conference first
(earn list, and with four others
from the league, will represent
the PCAA.
Singer had his best showing of
the season with a second place
finish at the Robertson Homes Invitation with an individual score

’Both Singer and
Foster are good
representatives. They’ll be
compatible in
competition.
They’re strong at
that level.’
Dick Schwendinger,
men’s golf coach
of 205, eight under par.
’He took second by one
stroke." Schwendinger said.
Singers next best finish ssiifourth place spot at the Wolf Pack
Classic with a three -round total of
220,
Foster landed his best finish
with nine strokes over par at the
Collegiate
Invitational.
USF
shooting a 222.
The duo led the Spartans at the
end of the season averaging 75.1
and 75.9, respectively.
"They both have a good
chance for a good showing."
Schwendinger said. "Foster had
a couple of good tournaments this
past fall."
"We’ll just prepare and do the
best we can," Schwendinger
said

For the Record

Lurie finds

In Tuesday’s Spartan
Daily story headlined
" ’Speed City’ era ends
in Utah," the fact that
John Kozak finished second in the high jump was
inadvertently omitted. His
winning jump was 6103/4.

Giants home
TO ALTO I AP)

Sall

By Ron Haynes
Daily stall writer
Malcolm Allen, SJSU’s topseated tennis player who recently
won the PCAA title in men’s tennis
at Las ( ruces. N.M., has been selected to participate in the NCAA
Championships at the University of
Georgia. May 25-2N.
It has been eight years since a
member of the SJSU men’, tennis
team has qualified for the NCAA
Championships. Under Coach John
Hubbell, Allen is the first Spartan
player to attain the honor and opporitiiiit
represent the University at
hi
level of play.
In regard to the selection of his top
player as one of 64 participants in
the highly prestigious event. Hubbell
said that "he deserves to go." Allen
who will take a 20-7 overall record
Iii the tournament.
"I’m excited that he’s going. We
haven’t been able to qualify a player
for the nationals in 8 years."
In 1980. SJSU’s Neil Brash represented the Spartans at the NCAA
( ’hampionship Tournament.
Hubbell said Allen, who will take
7 overall record to the tournament, has played in major tournaments before and thinks the pressure
of the event won’t effect Allen’s ultimate play.
"The main thing is to make sure
that he maintains his locus. If he can
do that, I think hell do alright.**
Hubbell said.
got a lot of anxiety about the
tournament." Allen said. "If I do
well a lot of things can happen.’’

im
imi
IN mu mor4
Storage problems? I
,
995-0700
a.!

hal

Giants owner Bob Lurie ,
considering a site near scenic Cry st..
Springs Reservoir for a nev, st.,
diuni, but sonic environmental’.
object.
"laicationwise and weatherv,i,
it’s very exciting." Lurie said "It
in the heart of where we drav,
fans. Now something like that*s vet
exciting."

COME WALK TO A NEW AGE STORE

CRYSTALS. NATURAL
EARTH STONES FOR
DECORATIVE AND
HEALING PURPOSES

850 Wet,, 10M Weft San Jose
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1111 1111

CY-077,i
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Congratulations!

BOOKS ON NEW AGE

San Jose, CA 95113

(408) 998-0648

I

Waiters Waitresses
Kitchen help
Bussers

Hostesses
Bartenders
Cocktail Waitresses

Day or night shrfts available
Ideal for student’s flexible schedules
Apply in person
Mon - En
2 - 3 30

51 North San Pedro

I

,‘ the old

, spaghetti ,
f a (-tory

(408) 288-7488

UC SANTA CRUZ SUMMER SESSION

CAll: (408) 429- 2524 (Randy)
WRI1E. UCSC Summer Session
10/ Classroom Unit, Santa Cruz, Ca 95064
cittni Randy
JUNE 20 - AUGUST 19
A full year of language instruction in nine
weeks
Transferable UC credits
ARABIC, CHINESE, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
JAPANESE, KOREAN, RUSSIAN, SPANISH
for information
CAE L. (408) 429-2525 (Lee)
WRI1E Summer Language Institute
UCSC Summer Session
107 Classroom Unit, Santa Cruz, Ca 95064 1

MISSION VALLEY FORD I

780 E. BROKAW RD. AT 880, SAN JOSE 436-2920 I
No memmem m m
m

Nursing Boards

Anxiety:
Why Suffer?

1r)

If you’re a graduating senior
MISSION VALLEY FORD TRUCKS
will give you up to $900 Factory Rebate
to be used as a down payment on a new
’88 FORD TRUCK’.
MISSION VALLEY FORD 8 The Ford Motor Company
have a special Finance Plan for Seniors
who need to establish credit.
Eligible trucks include Rangers, Bronco Ils & Aerostars.

NEW AGE MUSIC

One gilt per person per day

791 So Fast St

We are looking for neat,
energetic individuals
to work as:

SUMMER LANGUAGE INSTITUTE

’88

I $900
I REBATE

Spirttunl anti Psychic Reacting Av a Liable

L
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ITEMS TO RELIEVE
ANXIETY AND TO
IMPROVE ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
LOVE OILS

SANTA BARBARA - NEW VISION

Students

For

Earn transferable UC credits
I Ivo and study amid towering redwoods
Free catalog available

5x10 Storage

and receive a free gift with this ad.
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Jobs

OMNI

10F
Body
mind Spirtt

he said. "I’m
lecognition lately
Had I can give the University some
recognition. I feel that SJSU has
helped me by giving me an education and a chance to improve my
Last year, Allen missed the skill.
’If I do well (at the NCAA), I
NCAA finals by one spot and he still
ill have a great chance of being sehasn’t gotten over it.
"I missed it by one spot," he lected for the Junior Davis Cup
Team," Allen said regarding the upsaid. "It screwed me up."
This year Allen is more optimistic coming NCAA Championship Tourand doesn’t plan to lose right away. nament.
"This." Allen said further.
At least not in the first round.
"I don’t plan to be a first -round "would make the coach happy, and
me
as well.
depress
loser.
That would
play-off
There is a special reason why
me, he said.
The one thing that pleases Allen Allen would like to be a member of
more than any other concerning his the Davis Cup team.
Coach Hubbell is an active coachaccomplishments this season is that
he has had an opportunity to give his ing member of the Junior Davis Cup
sport and SJSU recognition at the na- Team during the summer and Allen’s greatest triumph would be to
tional level.
play for him.
"SJSU hasn’t had too much tennis

Session 1 June 20 July 22
Session 2 July 22 Aug. 26

SAN JOSE

CLASS

’ CRYSTALS. CANDLES. AND
PERFUMES FOR PERSONAL
AND INTER -PERSONAL
HEALING

Allen still nurses a sore ankle
which he injured in early March but
It shouldn’t pose a problem during
championship play.
"It s not going to heal overnight." Hubbell said. "Great players play with injuries.
"I’m still a step slower on the
court right now (due to the injury)."
said Allen. "I’m trying to do everything I can to get healthy fiw next
week.
His ankle is undergoing physical
therapy via an electrical muscle
stimulator at the South (’ampus facility. He undergoes therapy to relieve the soreness experienced from
the constant activity of training and
tennis play.
"I)uring the heat of battle." Allen
said. "you forget your injuries and
instinct takes over."
Coach Hubbell is concerned about
the hot and humid weather that will
confront them in Georgia and is
making certain that Allen is in the
best of shape.
"Because of that. you want to
make sure you are in top shape. The
guys that are in the best shape ssili
fair the best." Hubbell said. "I just
want to make sure that he is ready.
Allen is proud of the fact that he
was able to rise from a No.
NCAA ranking to No. IN. He feel,
that his accomplishment is a positie
statement of how he feels about his
tennis and the ability to win.
"I think the possibilities are unlimited. I have to be incredibly positive. I’ve always said
if you be
in yourself, you can do

.211,
q1 6"595p

Don’t! And with Kaplan’s NCLEX prep you won’t.
Kaplan’s NCLEX prep is the only course that
gives you the best of both worldslive instruction
and tape review
Not only will expert nurses work with you in
small clasws, but you can also review at your own
pace with our Test-N-Tape series.
All review books are provided. Plus, with a
Kaplan ID card, you can study at any one of
120 centers nationwide!
Tuition is only $195 and comes with a moneyback guarantee’ We also offer group rates and
student rep opportunities.
So call. Kaplan’s NCLEX prep is the fastest cure
for nervous nurses.

californla s
Northern
Dateline
#1 Adult

Call from the comfort
of your home.
Messages change
often, so call daily.
Instantly updated.
Open 24 hours.

AN,

’First time test takers I rom occredsed nursing schools who (ail to pos,t1
NUE X con get a refund or take our doss again (reel
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(415)849-404464 SHATTUCK SQUARE BERKELEY
(916)753-4800 204 F STREET DAVIS
(415)921-1115 10 MAGNOLIA AVENUE LARKSPUR
(415)327-0841 300 HAMILTON AVENUE PALO ALTO
(115)546-4100 50 FIRST STREET SAN FRANCISCO
(707)329-5315 475 HILL STREET RENO
(408)429-6524 1370 MISSION STREET SANTA CRUZ

The worlds leading
test prep organization
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Women’s golf looks to repeat as champs
By Nelson (ardadeiro
Daily start writer
Even though its ranked No. 11
going into the NCAA Championship. SJSU’s women’s golf coach
Mark Gale knows what kind of talent
his team has.
"We’re going to surprise some
people going in 11th," Gale said. "I
know we’re better than that."
The Spartans, the defending
NCAA National Champions, head to
the May 25-28 finale with two
straight tournament wins. Yet Arizona State receives No. I billing,
with Texas and Tulsa occupying the
next two slots, respectively.
Being ranked behind those learns
doesn’t intimidate Gale one bit.
"We have beaten those teams before, but they have beaten us too,"
Gale said. "We are going down Ito
the tournament) with the thought and
talent to win."
. The Spartans went into last year’s
:finals ranked third. But in the first
,round Dana Lolland became ill and
;SJSU was five strokes behind Duke.
But Gale wasn’t worried and the
Spartans closed within three shots of
Florida and Miami after the second
round. Heading into the final round.
they were just two shots behind
Miami.
Coming onto the 72nd and final
hole, a par five. SJSU had a comfortable three-shot lead. And when
Turman’s Dottie Pepper-Mochrie
birdied and the Spartans’ Anne Jones
bogeyed with a clutch 15 -footer, the
team of Lofland. Jones. Julie Rails,
’ Nancy Brown and Lisa Ipkendanz
had given Gale "the most exciting
golfing day in my life" by one shot.
Gale said he still thinks back to
that climactic victory.
"It was fun," Gale said. "But I
w:int us to win it again. It will be
wore fun for the team, me and the
university because we can do it (win)
’utter. We can improve on our winning style."
But at the conclusion of the

NCAAs. Brown and Ipkendanz
graduated and Jones went on to play
professional golf in Europe. It
looked as if the 1987-88 season
would ride on the memories of the
championship.
So Gale brought in three newcomers (Pat Hurst, Denise Philbrick and
Dina Ammaccapane) to join seniors
Lofland and Rails and build a competitive team again. The combination worked. SJSU has a record of
88-29 and three tournament victories.
Freshman Hurst has paid off the
highest dividends for the Spartans
this year. Wising been the 1986
U.S. Girls’ Junior Champion and
member of San Leandro High
School’s three -time Hayward Area
Athletic
Championship
League
team, Hurst has come on strong.
"She has played extremely well in
the latter part of the season. ’ Gale
said. "She should be an All-American candidate, but with the way the
team is selected, it’ll be a slim
chance.
After finishing seventh at the
Betsy Rawls Longhorn Classic in
March and tying for 11th at the Earl
Stewart Mustang Round -Up in early
April, Hurst has taken the top individual honors at the last two tournaments.
At the April 18-19 PCAA Championships in El Toro, Hurst shot a
224 to beat fellow teammate Lofland
by six strokes. Then she went to the
California Collegiate Tournament at
Stanford on May 8-9 and had a
three-round score of 220. the best
score recorded this year by a female
SJS11 golfer.
"She has progressed as quickly as
you can ask a freshman to progress," Gale explained. "She has
received leadership from Dana and
Julie and set out to be as good as
they are.
"Pat is an up and coming star in
the collegiate ranks," Gale commented. "Plus, she is the hest am -

bassador a San Jose State team has
ever had. She has nothing but praise
for this school.’’
Philbrick, who was ineligible during the fall semester, has also proven
to be a valuable asset.
A transfer student front Chabot
Community College in Hayward.
Philbrick is coming to the NCAA finals with the highest finish of the
year, sixth -place at the California
Collegiate.
"Denise is playing to her potential
in the latter part of the season that we
thought she had." Gale said. "She
is one of the most powerful hitters in
collegiate golf. Denise has proven
that she can play par golf.
Ammaccapane, who was the No.
5 golfer on the team. was injured in
early February when she was struck
by a car as she was riding her scooter
and has not returned to the team. The
sophomore transfer front Arizona
State suffered a compound fracture
of her right leg and a broken wrist.
"Her cast came off her leg last
week and she is making progress,"
Gale said. "We hope she will be
back next year, but it is doubtful that
it will be any sooner than the first of
the year."
Senior Rene Van Fossen, who replaced Philbrick during the fall,
filled in for Ammaccapane until she
left the team for personal reasons
after the Mustang Round -Up Tourney.
Her departure left the No. 5 spot a
question mark. For the championship, the slot will be manned by
freshman Tamara Willis.
Gale said the biggest difference
between last year’s squad and this
season’s has been that No. 5 spot.
"We were much stronger last year

with Nancy there. The loss of Dina
left us a void," Gale said. "We have
to be more conservative now in the
early rounds."
Willis was brought in from the advanced golf class and was planning
to tryout for the squad next fall. In
her Iiist tournament at Stanford,
Willis shot a three -round score of

260. good for 34th out of 44 golfers.

The No. 1 and No. 2 golfers for
the Spartans at the NCAA finals will
be Lofland and Rails, respectively.
Lofland, who was named PCAA
Player of the Year, has finished no
lower than 17th this year and won
the Patty Sheehan Invitational in
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STAR SEARCH

A.S. Leisure Services iS looking for three more stars to join our
winning team. This is your chance to shine with A.S. Leisure Services!

DIRECTOR OF OFFICIALS
You have experience as an official and are knowledgeable in a variety of sports Your
lob will be to recruit, supervise, schedule and evaluate the intramural officials You will
also be responsible for completing reports and coordinating of ficial training clinics
You are a leader and can motivate others
$5 05 per hour 15-20 hours per week

ASSISTANT

(WORK STUDY)
You are familiar with basic bookeeping practices and have telephone communication
skills. You will be responsible for budget record keeping for ASLS including purchase
orders, payroll, personnel, and accounting. You will also maintain equipment inventory
and records. You are organized, assertive, ?rid have knowledge of A.S.L.S. programs
$4.65 per hour 15-17 hours a week

INTRAMURAL SPORTS SUPERVISOR
You have experience in sports as a league director and sports official gnd you
have had experience in supervising other staff. You will be hiring, training, supervising, and
evaluating the intramural directors and directors and directors of officials. You are mature,
dependable, level headed and responsible. You can do it all!!
$5.80 per hour 20 hours per week

YOU COULD BE JUST THE PERSON WE’RE
LOOKING FOR!!
are available in the

1651vITA

EIV AS!;OCIA If I) 51iiI)1 NTS

Week Summer Session
June 6-24
24 hr irr.r 288-37381
Call 288 3700
Campus Addm,s 2100 Moorpark Avenue
San Jose CA at Highway 280)
’kJ! an.o .ihnut !he Sr Week Sess,on slathrig June 27,
Regsiei Now I.

Think Extra Credits!

448-6000

Explore the
Possibilities at ANID.
Graduate Training Program
Sales Engineering Training Program
Product, Design & Test Engineering
Our one-year Graduate Training Program introduces a limited number of
recent graduates to AMD’s organization and its dynamics. This program,
geared toward graduates who want on-the-job experience in many phases of
engineering, affords them the opportunity to work on significant projects in
Product, Design, Test, CAD, Process, Product Marketing and more.
In addition, the Headquarter Sales Training Program provides high-level
training to new graduates who want to become the best sales engineers in
the business.
Other career possibilities include entry level positions in the areas of Design,
CAD, Test and Product Engineering.
So, if your’re already committed to career excellence and determined to make
things happen in your future, we invite you to explore AMD’s opportunities.
We’re looking for graduates with BS, MS, or PhD degrees in fields such as
Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, Materials Engineering and
Solid State Physics.

Explore the Possibilities at AIVID!
Advanced
drMicro
Devices

One great company

924-5950

9:1558:

Must have this
ad to get the
SIS price

I

16011.110

FUNDE

Now

$1500

PAk) kr 5(
C Iry
eci-tr6t

Cassette stereo One at
this price ID 278780

X X

Swea;4104(

Great cities deserve great colleges.
For 66 years, San Jose City College
has put San Jose on the mop. Now,
San Jose sports on exciting new
look. And SJCC does, too. Make
your career just as exciting with:
easy registration
small classes
expert faculty
the county’s most convenient college
SJCC: Now, more than everwhere
the action is in San Jose!

Example:
88 Excel GL 5-door

Applications and complete job descriptions
Student Activities Office. (next to the pub)

Bodywear

Must Mash
this ad to get
rAto ONLY
the $7 price
mMWO=111 ===========

Think San Jose...
Think
City!

STUDENTS! FIRST-TIME
BUYER FINANCING
NOW AVAILABLE!
Over 200 new Hyundais from as little as:

ADMINISTRATIVE

:,vvimwear
(year-round)

NOW290IY

Art Shirts

EWiNG
e(3

.1414

(408) 426-3337

A Cerrito Management Company Dealership

755 West Capitol Expwy., San Jose

February.
"Dana will make the All -America
team again and the academic All.
Americateam," Gale said. "She’s a
product of what we like to see in a
student -athlete. She has progressed
to her limits in both her golf and her
studies."
See GOLF, page 6

Send your resume directly to University
Recruiting, Advanced Micro Devices, Attn:
Stella Payton, GTP-MS-57, Dept. SJS, 901
Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale,
CA 94088. Or call Stella directly at (408) 7493257, or TOLL FREE at (800) 538-8450, ext.
3257. AMD is an equal opportunity employer.
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Golf: Spartans head to NCAA finals

Freshman Pat Hurst has won

rom page
According to Gale, the Spartans
have a number of strengths.
"They have the ability to hit the
ball long. We are an experienced
team, even with Pat as a freshmen,
since she is a proven winner," Gale
said. "We also got along well on the
road, which is not always the case
with teams."
Most
importantly. Gale explained. is the team’s ability of not
being afraid to shoot low scores.
"Some people are afraid to win,’
he said. "They think they are doing
too well. They might then bogey a
couple of holes. They get out of their
comfort zone."
Even though SJSU has nine top10 finishes this year, the season
didn’t stan off on a high note.
Before departing for the New
Mexico State Roadrunner Invitation
al in September. the Spartans had
two setbacks. First, Rails was injured in an automobile accident. She
was not seriously hurt and made the
trip, but dropped out after the first
round. Then Philbrick was ruled ineligible. That added up to a 14th
place finish out of 18 teams.
But Gale wasn’t worried.
"I knew Denise would be eligible
(in the winter)." Gale said. -I was
concerned, but not overly so. I knew
the talent we had."
So now the 1988 PCAA Coach ot
the Year will take his squad to Las
Cruces, New Mexico to face the nation’s best and the hope of repeating
as NCAA champs.
"We are 48-28 against the top
teams in the country this year," Gale
Sue Bowling Daily staff photographer said. "We also have the advantage
of having two seniors who have won
her last two tournaments
it (the title) before."

Ex-Bruin faces old team at Cup
EDMONTON, Alberta (AP)
- Geoff Courtnall is still trying
to find his place, and his scoring
touch, with the Edmonton Oilers
heading into the Stanley Cup finals.
"It definitely has been frustrating for me here," said Courtnall,
one of four former Boston players
who will be in the FAlmonton
lineup when the Oilers face the
Bruins in the opening game of the
National Hockey League championship round Wednesday night.
Cowman was a late -season acquisition from the Bruins along
with goaltender Bill Ranford in a
trade that sent goalie Andy Moog
to Boston.
Courtnall spent the rest of the
regular season trying to get adjusted to the Oilers, and the first
three rounds of the playoffs trying
to score a goal.
"I haven’t exactly burned it up
since I got here," Courtnall said.
"It’s been a big adjustment. I was
getting a lot of shots off the wing

(with Boston). Here. I haven’t
had a goal in the playoffs, but this
is one last chance for me. I figure
if I keep trying, one of these
times it’s going to go in."
Mike Krushelnyski and Craig
MacTavish are the other former
Bruins in the Oilers’ lineup. On
the coaching side is Ted Green, a
former Boston player from another era.
For Courtnall and Ranford, the
memories of wearing black and
gold are as vivid as black and
white.
"I still have some feelings toward the Bruins," Courtnall said.
"I have a lot of friends there and
was happy to see them win the
Wales Conference. I was more
excited for them when they beat
Montreal (in the Adams Division
finals) because I was part of the
team that had trouble against
them."
Actually. Courtnall is surprised
to see the Bruins in the Stanley
Cup finals even though he thinks

they’re well coached by Terry
O’Reilly and have a good, hardhitting team.
"I thought they could beat
Buffalo (in the first round) but I
didn’t think they could beat Montreal," Courtnall admitted.
As for the Bruins’ chances
Courtnall
Edmonton,
against
didn’t have to answer that.
"I know how they’re going to
play, especially in the Boston
Courtnall
said.
Garden,"
"They’re going to come out and
take the body like they always do.
But there’s so much confidence in
this room. I felt at the start that
we would win the playoffs."
MacTavish and Krushelnyski
also have a few old friends on the
Bruins, although the association
is a bit thin by now. Krushelnyski
last played for the Bruins in 1984
and considers them now "just another team in our way."
"It’s just unfortunate we have
to go to that building (the Boston
Garden)," Krushelnyski said.

SUMMER STORAGE
SPECIAL
FOR SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS
MAY 18th THROUGH AUGUST 31st

C.B.D. Indoor Mini Storage is:
’Conveniently located - I mile from SJSU
’Clean - Well lighted - Security
-Open Monday through Saturday 8am - 7pm

Go first class at economy fare!
Let your education take off
with Summer courses at
Cain offerings Include
Biological Sciences
Business
Chemistry
Communication Studies
Computer information Systems
Economics
English
History
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Social Science
Sociology
Supervision
independent Study Telecourses.
also available

Evergreen Valley College

Sunday I Oam - 6pm.

.5’ x 5’ $40.00 ALL SUMMER.
0 5’ x 10’ $80.00 ALL SUMMER.

Only $5.00 per unit

Security deposit $25.00. SJSU I.D. required.

Three-week session: June 6 - June 24
Six -week session: June 27 - August 5

CBD

Register now at EVC Admissions & Records
For information call: (408) 270-6441

MINI STORAGE

Evergreen Volley College

3095 Yerba Buena Road
San Jose, California 95135

INDOOR

570 Cinnabar Street
Downtown San Jose
292-4800

CinnaharTaYlr
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Show Son Jose State University ID
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Now you
can b
as muc
Madntosh
as you
need.

Here’s a multiple choice qua you
really cant fail In fact. it may even improve
your G PA
Should you buy one dour
Macintosh- Pluspersonal computers? Or one
o(our Macintosh SE personal computers?
The answer, of course, depends.
[(you’ve been holricsit for that
eer-elusise combination of
performance
and affordability youll very
y want our
Macintosh Plus. It has one full megabyte of
RAM 128K d ROM. And a double sidedROOK
internal disk drive
Translated, that means the
Macintosh Plus can plot a statistical formula
or repaginate a report in the time a took you
to read this sentence
But -if you truly want to expand
your horizons-we suggest the Macintosh SE
it has all the attribute tithe Plus, plus a little
more Like one megabyte cl RAM.expandable
to four megabytes A walloping 256K of ROM
As well as an expansion slot that lets you
custornee the system kr your particular needs
And to ensure you have plenty of
space for your growing intellect, the SE Oyes
you a choice cf two storage options Either
two built-in ROOK disk drives Or one built-in
800K disk drive along with an internal
20-megabyte hard disk
Soeven if yourterm paperbegins to
reach epic proportions, you can rest assured
you’ll haNe room for the whole thing. All se
hundred footnotes included
lb learn more, visit your campus
microcomputer center They’ll gladly
answer any questions, including the one your
parents will ask
How much?
11,The power to be your best’

P. ,...ten0 4 po elstottdopondt.,

SPARTAN
BOCKSTORE
NI SERVICE SOUR

0.1

mAion

9/*.".4,

Mac SE and Mac Plus now on SALE
Save $25.00, $30.00, and $40.00
thruogh May 31, 1988
---t att,

*nye :trot
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.tto to.

oh am/

rip.,., ..w Ono *WO, IffahnIMIC0 1p0, w.f., 1,n
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zz DT ’M
Sales, Service,
Trains
800 Ext Mac Drives
$189.00
Excel
Pagenative

Computer
Werx
(408) 971-WERX
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AIDS test breaks new ground
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A iica
test reveals if people are infected by
the AIDS virus before they develop
antibodies, and so may reduce the
spread of the deadly disease by sexual contact and tainted blood transfusions, a scientist says.
The test, which could be on the
market within two years. "may
allow more expeditious detection of
the virus in a person, and therefore
that person could be counseled in the
danger of spreading the virus
through sexual contact." said molecular geneticist John J. Rossi.
If the test gains widespread use in
blood banks, it could "abolish the
possibility of tainted blood being
given to recipients," said Rossi. By
directly detecting how much genetic
information from the AIDS virus is

Technique allows early detection
present in a person’s blood or body
tissues, the test also would help scientists study the effectiveness of experimental drugs in attacking the
AIDS virus, Rossi said.
The test is similar, but more sensitive and accurate, than one developed by scientists at Cetus Corp. of
Emeryville. Calif., and the national
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta. said Rossi, who led a team
that developed the new test.
Using a process patented by
Cetus, which announced its test in
January in the journal Science, both
tests increase, by a billionfold the
amount of genetic information from
AIDS virus in a blood or tissue sam-

ple.
That allows the presence of 100
molecules of AIDS virus to he detected in an infected person, even if
that person hasn’t developed antibodies against the virus. The existing
AIDS test. called ELISA. detects
those antibodies, which often don’t
develop until months after a person
has been infected.
Some infected people who haven’t
developed antibodies aren’t identified by the existing test, allowing
them to unknowingly transmit the
virus during sex or by donating their
tainted blood. CDC researchers say
that means about one in 40,000
tested blood transfusions contains

Enormous, striped ’kitten’
stuns suburban neighbors

AIDS virus.
Rossi said the new tests can detect
the presence of the AIDS virus
within a few days after a person is
infected.
The Cetus test amplifies and detects deoxyribonucleic acid, or
DNA, from the AIDS virus. DNA is
the hereditary blueprint that orders
construction of proteins in all cells.
Rossi said his is more sensitive because it amplifies and detects the
AIDS virus’ more plentiful ribonucleic acid. RNA transcribes the inherited information from DNA to
help make proteins.
Rossi said the test also contains
built-in controls, lacking in the
Cetus test, to make it 99.9 percent
accurate in determining if a person is
or isn’t infected.

Jaw pain: easy to diagnose, hard to treat
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Treating jaw pain
has become "a con bination of fad and science.
the whiplash of the ’80s," according to some specialists who say souse treatments used have little
scientific basis.
TMJ, a disorder of the jaw joint, has been diagnosed with increasing frequency during the past
five years, as clinics and practitioners specializing
in the disorder have multiplied, according to Gary
Cohen, co-direcEr of the facial pain program at
the University of Pennsylvania.
According t,s frequently cited medical statistics. one ii) es av seven Americans suffers from

Symptoms of TMJ can include severe pain on
disorders causing facial pain, which are not necthe side of thc face and head, headaches, tenderessarily related to TMJ.
"Since facial pain symptoms similar to those ness in the jaw area, popping or clicking noises in
caused by TMJ may also result from other condi- the jaw, limited jaw function, pain when eating or
tions, it’s important to see a specialist who knows speaking, and toothache.
Correct diagnosis and treatment of TMJ and
how to differentiate between TMJ and other facial
pain," said Martin S. Greenberg. the other co-di- facial pain require medical knowledge of nerves.
muscles, bones, blood vessels, joints of the head
rector of Penn’s facial pain program.
’Most problems of the jaw joint can be and neck, and the teeth.
"Now we know that although malocclusion
treated successfully with conservative treatment.
If someone is told they need surgery or that they can be one contributing factor, the condition can
need to have their teeth reconstructed, they should have many causes. The experts don’t even know
everything there is to know about this subject."
seek a second opinion,- Cohen said.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) Neighbors noticed something unusual about a cat peeking from
the window of a suburban house,
beginning with its size.
"About like a medium-sized
German shepherd," David Westbrook, director of the Little Rock
Zoo, said Sunday.
It was clearly no ordinary
house cat. Zoo officials declared
the 70-pound feline to be a 5 month -old tiger, apparently a
cross between the Bengal and Siberian breeds.

"It’s very docile, and in good
health," Westbrook said. "We
didn’t have any problems with it.
We just went into the house, put
out a crate, called from behind
one end of the crate, and the tiger
stepped right inside."
Police called in zoo officials
after neighbors reported seeing
the big cat Saturday. The owner
of the house went to California
about two weeks ago, police said.
and someone apparently had been
feeding the cub in the meantime.

2 PART-TIME JOBS
flexible hours - good pay
Position One: Clerical

Position Two: Graphic Arts

COMPUTER EXPERIENCE
BENEFICIAL

PACEMAKER EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Call Jonathan: 280-7777

Graduates
For business or pleasure
make an impression with something from...

STERN’S I/NONAGE. INC.

UPTOWN NAILS

SW(

Special

/852

COLLEGE GRADUATE

Grand Opening
Specials:

Finance Program

Sculptured
China Silk
*Facials
Manicure
Pedicure
Tanning

Quality

$35.00 Acrylic Nails With This Ad

Value

Reputation

Call Ron Zaplawa or George Orozco Fleet Managers

ALMADEN HONDA E-

reg. $50.00
8 minutes from SJSU, free parking
645 Town Ond
San Jose, California
14081 554-1123

0

E21

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
Special pricing on Macintosh Plus and SE good through
May 31,1988

Save $25, $30 or $40 Dollars!

Macintosh Plus
$503no*

Huge assortment off briefcases Fine quality luggage and travel accessorie

25% Off to SJSU Students

745 W. CAPITAL EXPWY
SAN JOSE, CA 95136

On all "Scully- distressed luggage only.
Oakridge Mall. San Jose, California 95123
(408) 629-3244

266 -$200.us4airi

STUDENTS
YOU RATE A
BETTER RATE.

Macintosh SE Model M52528
$78,mo*
Macintosh SE Model M5251B
$100,mo’
’Minimum monthly
payment on Apple Credit if
ourchased before May , 31
’988
No Down payment
Required!

Educaid offers savings
on deferred SLS and
PLUS loans
CAPPED AT GRAD SAVES YOU MONEY i II you choose to defer
.1 wit
he added tb the
your payments, the inh
. only ONCE when you
principal (capitalized) EDUCAlli
graduate or drop below hali-iirni. YOU PONT PAY INTEREST ON
i ,uhManlial sayings to you
INTEREST while you are in y-hooi

See the Financial Aid adrihnr,u ilor .11 your college for eligibility
Information. And then call EDO( All
Sacramento (916) 446-1626
Toll tree iii Cdri (800) 443-7667
Outside (JI Ciii 1800) 642-9955

SIARTAN
)KsT( )Rli,
’,ERVICE IS OUR MAJ(lf.

Camp Macintosh Summer Training
Information now available!

Irk Educaid
3301 C Street Suit.,

liii A
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f ’Thom Campbell

I told you Trudy,
EZ .wasn’t it?

nary T.
aou,iding
tiou tan ’ITI

Congrats
Mi Amor
Love, Alex

clNny

Love,

IHeres

Santa Clara County
Visibility League

l’teLinria

Remember:
Eta Phi Beta, baby...
always a honey bee
love ya,
Latressa

Sart JOU,: :State
.the
BEST OF LUCK!!!

We’ve made it
Class of ’88

Jas

Your Family

Chuck Ketchu

Is Very
Proud
of you

Itienhart

CON aRA’TIALATION S

tv.

:

ORAOURT1011
MER115

inspiration!

:

$$$$$
LOVE,
YOUR FAI11ILY
FRIEPOS

We are proud of you!
Love,

Love
-Mom :,isenny

I knew

you could do it

CONGRATULATIONS
on your graduation!
oc2 Love,
Mom

Tessy, Mike & Peach

t

f

blast through SJSU! Knock ’em dead in Grad School!

Congratulations on your

Patty Becker
Julie Chancerelle
Mary Hernan
Kristen Hildebrand
Julie lkemura
Kelly McAlpine
Cindy Rice
Kristen Selser

GOOD LUCK!
100 DELTA ZETA

01411a nallOSS :

1jou

114

on your Graduation.

HAPPY YOU
HUNG IN THERE
AND MADE IT!
CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR
GRADUATION!

Al Alvarez

WE’RE SO PROUD OF YOU

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Rod

SUSAN*

You’re Outta Here!!

ji

Congratulalions

LOVE, MOM

Tegan (the Great Journalist) McLane:

Congratulations
Love, Mom & DAD

Love,
Mom, Dad, and all of the Kasnics.

CONGRATS
"CHI -0,"
dotafa.
AVA TO GO !

Jemmy

I do love You,
and your daughter.
NOW get a real job
and eat your vegetables!

#appr Graduatzo.
love, Irmoir
1-/

Your Honey:Tom

Congratulations!

Deborah Anne Bergmann Lanningl

Pam Treadway & Beth Clarke
We’ll miss you!

Congratulations We are so
proud of you!

Congrcautations!
We love tjou so much!
Mom, Dad, Lance
arid Derek,

Love,
Mom and Dad

Your sisters of
Alpha Omicron Pi

CONGRATULATIONS TO DONNIE J. HUFFMAN IR.

--

Gina L. Kaklikian
You’re truly an

:COOCHTULAT10119 :
0E611 SEVERS

40,11004A

*

Morn, Dad,
Shelly, Lynn, Pete,
Rico, Jo. and Duck

GAY:A::LESOIAN
-gead0000: Of

.

We knew you
could do it!

CONGRATULATIONS!
WE LOVE YOU!

DEBRA KOHL!:
Wielianto:

.... i

A

T.,.?

Ms. Doren Troupe
Congrats Soror

nom. and Dad

ck_)

*LORENE,

Stacywaxless

to a
Lmmer! Good Job! J.

Love, JRN

Congratulations,
Graduate!
I LOVE YOU!
Your
Loving
Ostrich

LOVE,
Mom, Xen , Jim ,

Congratulations !I

iKris &

Happy 6 -Day, soon to -4
be 0.T...See, I didn’t
forget. Go Slugs!

To Michael -My Favorite Pilot

ContiratuLations!

12.1.Cr

Hey "Snug Pup," tp-S1

CONG RATS
Mary Wong!
Your friend,
Mario LlorenJ

Congrats! I’ll miss my
Greek Buddy.
Good Luck in NY!
Lur Ya Julie C

It’s not a "STRIKE OUT or a "FLY OUT’ for you.
It’s a "HOME RUN".
You’ve "managed to "Tag" all "Bases" and make the "Winning Score".
It was no "Short Stop" through school, as you "Pitched" in by being as
self-supporting as possible. However, the "Seventh Inning Stretch" is
over and we hope you will have many "Hits" and no "Fouls" in your
future. Don’t "Balk" or throw "Curves", just "Bunt" if you have to,
as a "Single" can be as important as a ’Triple" or "Grand Slam". Try
to limit your "Errors" as you can only have a few "At Bats" per "Game"
per "Season". Remember, life’s a "Team Effort" and has many "Players
on the Field". Always try to work with "GIANT" enthusiam.
Remember, it’s not the "Final Score" or the money made that show
you are a success, it’s "How you play the Game". Whatever your
"Game Plan", always remember the "Huffman" team loves you and is
"Rooting" for you through every inning.
- - ,

Bunny The joy of
learning began
with a special
teacher in a one

Love,

MOM

824_
SALA.
-

ij

l

3choolhouse,

Congratulations!
Love Morn

11
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128th
Luating Class of SJSUrv1/4,
Christy ISQ
Rosemarie
Ijou’re going in styGe!
CONakAls!
Mal miss you. Leslie and Ildanie

Don Lindl -How do you call your loverboy ?
"Come here loverboy
Congrats & We love you I

Aisw,

ElMW

4.

The Access Party Animals

Congtraulations

DELTA SIGMA
THETA
Class of ’88
00-0C.)..P
Love,
Sweet Petite

ERIC ROSA
We knew you
could do it !

You’ve come a long way, BABY!!
Con ratulations Eva. Love, Mom and Dad
Care-Babel
You are a winner!
We love you.

of Igratulations

CONGRAT’S TO THE AD STAFF ART DEPT.!
Kaaren, Kyle, Ida, Stacy, Lisa, Charene, Richard, Mary,
Kristine, Shicla, Benny, Stacy (Masfie), Jon, and Cindy!

/Intl flrin

Lr

Congratulations
on your
Graduation !!
Love Mom & Dad

Chryslie Beasley:
Your Daddy loves you,"
and we’re proud too’
Love,

MARK S. FOYER

Dad, Mom, GratfIlv*P
David & Sonny
AWN

We are glad, we
all made it

Thanks for all the memoriesnin"
Your Boss & Bud, kvatin.

Congratulation!

The little lady here...

11411rAndr/IF11/AndIarrigarrIgdnIrdndr/r/r/ArrIrdnerrIMIKOW

Morn & Dad

SPARTAN DAILY ART
DIPFmr)R aRAIIIIATES
Sound the ALARM!
Warren Johnson is
graduating for the
second and last
time.
Congratulations!!

IT’S BEEN A LONG
WAY BABY!

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGAATULATIONS

AL REIS

Ken Keiser

Congratulations!!
You did it!!

You finallg made it
to the major League!
Happg Graduation- Love Kim

-

Love,
Morn, Dad,
Kathy, Lisa & Paul
HOWEVEA THE,

Scoff. you were
so cute as
baby.
What happened?
CONGRATULAT IONS
from
Buffy, Todd, David,
Mom and had.

Nice going, Kris!

Mommy &
Daddy Chow

Love,
Mom and Dad

Its been a long haul
We knew you could do it
Love,
’
om, Dad, Lisa
nd Patrick

Is now
a lady Engineer!

EvE Is OVE

LOVE, MOM & DAD

!*

Lisa Francia :
-

You’ve come a
long way, Baby!
We’re PROUD
of YOU!!

Our prayers have

been answered!
Congratulations on
your Graduation

Wh
itin
your proud and
GRETCHEN SPRENGER
Released from State of California School System

NICK SZOKE:
I can’t believe it!
Your’e outto here.
Z7

Congrats, Babe
Love,
Karen

2

I’

1970

Few will forget the drama of September 1970 when
GRETCHEN SPRENGER. a minor, began her stay in the
California School System (SCSS) Loud were the
protestations from the your innocent looking child
Sprenger served the full eighteen years of her sentence and
despite good behavior, all requests for parole were ve1,,e(1h
her parents
Sprenger. now a beautiful young woman, was asked to
comment on her sojourn in the SCSS. this she refused to do,
however, when asked how she felt about being on the
outside she stated, -FREEI’.
The releasee s parents, Joe and Karen Sprenger, a couple
obviously exhausted by the ordeal, commented on their
daughter s return to society. We love her and we Ere sure
she has learned her lesson

4"1111.11 -

Loving Family

Amy Spakosky says:

"Goodbye
San Jose State...

Wednesday, May 18. I988/Spartan Daily
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$129 For 4 Months
Aerobics

THE 128th
GRADUATING CLASS OF
S.J.S.U. pp

Nautilus
Free Weights
Basketball
Volleyball
Racquetball
Sauna, Jacuzzi, Steamroom
Tanning
Massage
Top Side Lounge
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ATTENTION
COLLEGE
SENIORS
AND GRAD
STUDENTS
You may already
qualify for the
Chevrolet-GMAC
College Graduate
Finance Plan

289-1340
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Maribi,
Congratulations Sweetheart!
Knew you could do it.
Remember, the best is yet to
come.
P.S. I’ve got two champagne
glasses waiting with our
names on them...R

Yew Asbrisi. Or# 54eff

RATIO PINING
Fanciful umPrellas and majestic oak trees
a perfect setting for an afternoon luncheon.
a refreshing drink or a delightful evening meal.
Just Fresh. Just right.

SAVE S400 on the new
Chevrolet of your choice
Qualifying is easy Call or come in
for more information Leasing
programs available
You

Lunch and Dinner 7 days

CELEBRATE GRADUATION WITH US

Justfiresh.

CART CHEVROLET

905 W. CAPITOL EXP
SAN JOSE
266-4000

Rotisserie Restaurant Bakery

DON’T WAIT, OFFER
EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1989

408.252.ToGo
Reservations 408.252.5311
21255 Stevens Creek Blvd. (at Hwy 85) Cupertino

,
WARREN,DoN,assfitkAmEji,ectsy,RUSS,and CHRISTY:
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101,

Thanks for being such a wonderful support system this semester.
Love, Eva
’/AY’ WI On fit Ti IAPJle.4

Spiesseatig.rati-

Paulettc
Denner‘

I love your legs

Dean’s Scholar
Some re-entry!
Ileartiest
congratulations.
Mar

ALBERT

SkInersti

(C

\

Congratulations
Kim!

agrawn-up.

You’ve come a
long way baby!

Delacruz

ore so proud of yo
Congratulations on yo
LWe,
graduation!
Lots of Love,
0M
n

\

Little Sisters
Carol T. and Leah

C,

Cony/Wu/at/ors/
am so proud of yc
both. I’ll miss you Best wishes
and A011.
Love, YBS

AGBUYA

We admire
your
perserverance!
v.

CONGRATULATIONS!

Sunshine Donna Miller
MAZEL - TON-

LGA

Love, Mom, Dad, Jr,
Marisa & Dave. Gig! & John

nt it

Love, Mom

RODRIGUEZ

MS. CHEL,

& OLIVIA A . FLORES

CONGRATULATIONS - WE’RE PROUD

The first 20 years
are the
hardest
and you
spent them well I know
I’ll be proud
of the
next 20 too.

.:, ...-.-.......-.................-.........,-................ .
.1.:
BRAD CHAMBERS
11

We knew you could do it!!
Congratulations on your graduation.
Love from
%
Mother, Dad,
Brian, Julie,
and Grandma & Grandpa too!
:
...----e------e------.------------.-.---....

KECIA
Congratulations YOU DID IT!
love, the Family

.:

Love,
MOM
LOVE MOM, DAD AND HECTOR J

’4,Xlatili*O(K.A.NOVOOOOW.WrOein1.2e.46%-;".

Julia Tranchin

ROB DEAN

YOU DID I
CONGRATIIIATIONS

:‘-

congratulations
411 .
_

You’ve done goo
Girly gir
Air

r,N,.
r

ta

for
MOM & DAD

IQ) ti

KAREN
SARGENT !,IARPER

amo,
wichode

CONGRATULATIONS
OM

ir.r.V.WWWW.WWW.V.W.1

,

111.11.1r -MM.

BILL LEHMAN
Bernie Q. Cayetan

:
Tulane - - Saddleback- - San Jose Stat
ed Shirt - Most Valuable Player - -Degr
You’ve come a long way Sonl
(In more ways than one

It’s been a long

s
Pr

k

We’re very proud - Pops - Carol -Cheryl - Cara - Chris - Grandma - Grandpa - Mane Et Al

..

l

haul, but you finally :
.

made it!!
Lots of love,
Mom, Dad, and Sis :
.
..

CONGRATULATIONS
"The World is Your Oystei
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Senate passes ban
on lie detector tests
WASHINGTON
(AP)
House and Senate negotiators
unanimously approved a compromise bill today that would ban
most lie detector tests for private
employees and job applicants,
clearing the way for swift final
passage by Congress.
Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah.
ranking Republican on the Labor
and Human Resources Committee, said he would urge President
Reagan to sign the bill, which he,
said is endorsed by Labor Secretary Ann McLaughlin and supported by the business community.
Rep. Pat Williams. D-Mont..
predicted early House approval of
the bipartisan measure, which he
said would "stop the explosion.
the epidemic of lie detector tests
used against employees and prospective employees."
Williams and other House negotiators accepted without dissent
a Senate amendment that would
allow private employers to administer carefully controlled lie
detector tests as part of a theft investigation within a company.
The conditions for such tests
are that the employee had access
to the stolen property, that the
employer had a "reasonable suspicion" the worker was involved
and that the employer details the
incident and the reasons for his
suspicions in a written statement.

For the Record
-

University
lheatre’s production of
"Camelot," Brad Hawkins played the role of
King Pellinore. Due to a
reporter’s error, the role
was attributed to another
In

the

Distinguished dean retires after 31 years
li) Dani Parkin
Da,iy staff writer

After 16 published books, over 70
journal articles and 31 years of acclaimed teaching and administrating.
Charles Burdick, dean of the school
of social sciences, is retiring.
Burdick will be going to Japan to
help film a movie adapted from one
of his books. He plans to finish several books and continue writing.
He is considered a leading academic figure at MU who has
helped shape the school of social sciences.
"He (Burdick) is a pillar of the
University, the leading teacher and
scholar at San Jose State," said
Maynard Robinson, associate academic vice president.
"Charles Burdick has been one of
the most exemplar deans I’ve ever
known . . . and I’ve known a few."
said Samuel Henry, associate dean
of school of social sciences.
His books, most concerning the
history of Germany and war, have
sold in many countries.
"He’s had a world-wide impact
on the thinking of European military
history," said James Walsh who will
be Burdick’s successor as dean.
Rut more than that, he is known

for his caring.
"He’s always cared about his students. He’s cared about the institution. He’s cared about the faculty.
He’s always been above the pettiness, turfdoms and other academic
wars," Henry said.
He saved one student, Chantale
Hansen, a senior majoring in psychology, from continuing in a class
she did not want, but the teacher
would not let her drop.
"He’s a very supportive, empathetic, man who cares more about
the students than about red tape,"
Hansen said.
Asked about his greatest accomplishment at SJSU. Burdick replied,
"I’m grateful to have known hundreds of students. I don’t know if
that’s an accomplishment, but it’s
certainly my greatest honor."
His colleagues describe him as
modest despite his many achievements.
Burdick said.’ I’m a lot more sincere than I am successful."
"He’s got an incredible record of
scholarship," said Robinson, "and
an even more incredible record of
being humble about it.
"He does good deeds quietly.
There are few of his type in this

world. He’s definitely a winner."
said Robinson.
During his many years on campus
he has been admired and respected
by his students. In 1987, the book,
"War, Revolution and Peace: Essays in Honor of Charles B. Burdick," a collaborative effort of former students and faculty, was
presented to him for his 60th birthday.
He has won recognition and many
awards.
Twice he was voted Outstanding
Professor of the California State
University system. He was named
President’s Scholar in 1975. Three
times he has been the recipient of
Fulbright-Hays grants. Twice he has
received fellowships from the Hoover Institute at Stanford. And three
times, he has been named fellow of
the Alexander Von Humboldt Foundation.
In spite of these accomplishments
and offers of more money and prestige at other institutions. Burdick has
remained at SJSU. said St. Saffold,

WANTED:
STUDENTS
WITH CLASS.

’I’m grateful to have
known hundreds of
students. I don’t
know if that’s an
accomplishment,
but it’s my greatest
honor.’
Charles Burdick.
dean of social sciences
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As a student you will be joining thousands
of others in the job hunt this summer.
Why not let TIMESAVERS/IPPS help you
explore a variety of employment opportunities.
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Hair styling,
manicure, and
makeover from
White Wings
Salon
Tanning Package
from Executan
Suntan Centers
Your picture on
DB Cooper’s
1989 calendar

GRADUATION SPECIAL

)ST ENS
ORDoTION

ACCEIBIOICI.

FINAL PRIZES

GRAND PRIZE
$5000 in diamonds
from

A HIRSH. SON
Complete modeling scholarship
from John
Casablancas
Modeling &
Talent Agency
2nd Place
Trip to Hawaii
(includes airfare
and lodging for two)

Compete in
finals
July 27,1988

Portfolio photo
shoot from
John Casablancas
Modeling and
Talent Agency

Order your college ring between May 16th and the 28th
and receive $25.00 off the purchase price or a free diploma
plaque and souvenir tassel. See your Jostens representative
at the Graduation Center in the Spartan Bookstore.

COLLEGE

chers.
He met and married his wife,
Kay, during that time.
And he is sad to he leaving.

SPRING INTO FIRSTTIME NEW-CAR
EXCITEMENT

Temporary and permanent jobs available.
If you notice an incorrect item, please write to
the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University.
One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192.

a student in 1946 while it was still a
small college for public school tea-

SJSU ombudsman.
"It impresses me that he has chosen to stay here at his alma muter all
these years because of his love of
this institution," Robinson said.
Burdick became a part of SJSU as

3rd Place
Portfolio photo shoot
from J. Casablancas
Modeling and
Talent Agency

ALL DRINKS $1.50 9-12PM
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, CA 4’5113
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Contributions bill criticized

Candidates battle on the campaign trail
Associated Press
Democrat% Michael Dukakis
and Jesse Jackson battled it out
Tuesday in the Oregon primary,
%Ode Pat Robertson returned to
the Christian Broadcasting Network saying his failed Republican
candidacy didn’t shake his faith
that God had called him to make
the race.
Dukakis in Springfield. Mass.,
called for defense cuts to help pay
for elderly care, saying, "These
are the choices we’ve got to
make, and we haven’t been making them. He also strongly endorsed the Social Security system. declaring that for many
elderly people ’ its the difference
between dignity and poverty .
Robertson. rejoining the network he left to run for president,

said, "Obviously the question is,
if he called you, why didn’t you
win’.’ Well, there’s no doubt in
my mind, absolutely none whatsoever. that the Lord led me to do
this.
nominee -to-be
Republican
George Bush was on the West
Coast, where, one day earlier, he
took angry exception to the most
recent published report linking
his staff to a drugs -and -arms network involving Nicaragua’s Contra rebels. Bush hinted it would
take expletives to express his
feelings on the matter, and accused Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts of leaking "information
that’s not fair or true."
Dukakis, the far-and -away
Democratic front-runner, was favored to win the contest in Ore-

gon, which offered a prite of 45
delegates. But Jackson, who
campaigned persistently and passionately in the state, was making
a final appeal for votes Tuesday.
A poll taken last month gave
Dukakis a wide lead in Oregon.
but Jackson has spent much more
time in the state.
"I want to win in Oregon ...
and take that momentum to (’alifornia." Jackson said on a primary -eve stop in Eugene, Ore.
California’s contest, three weeks
away, is the granddaddy of all
primaries, with 314 delegates.
Bush, who was campaigning in
California, told a rally at California State University at Fresno on
Monday night that he couldn’t
wait to take on the Democratic
nominee in November.

Poll shows more interest in national elections
More were paying a kit of attention to the
NEW YORK (AP)
Americans say they are paying close presidential race has been consisattention to the presidential cam- tently higher than at the same time in
paign this year than in 1984, accord- 1984. and at least as high as 1980,
ing to a survey published in The according to the Times.
Ness York Times.
Further
e. attention to the camThe Times-CBS News poll indi- paign has quickened earlier this year
cates widespread uneasiness about than in 198(i, the poll showed.
the future, particularly the economy.
Thirty percent of the registered
was causing heightened interest in voters polled said they had been paythe political races, the newspaper ing "a lot" of attention to the 1988
said.
presidential campaign, up from the
Since the start of February . the 27 percent in February who said they
percentage of voters who said they were watching the race closely.

A similar survey in late April
1984 found 23 percent of the adults
interviewed said they were paying
close attention to the race that eventually pitted Democrat Walter Mon dale against incumbent President
Reagan. A February poll that year
found lb percent paying "a lot" of
attention.
The latest poll was conducted
May 9-12

La 53afisserie

’88 GRADUATES PAY ONLY
$88 OVER COST ON ALL
’88 2WD 4-CYL. TRUCKS!
Toyota Motor

John Van de Kamp.
state attorney general
quickly claimed that Van de Kamp
has received more than $1 million in
contributions over the past year.
much of it front the California Trial
Lawyers Association.
"I think it’s hypocritical for him
to single out an industry as an example oh one whose political contributions should be controlled when in-

.1

B a Talittet.
_re ’I’ll*
"Elegant European Pastries I
From The Warmth 4
Of Our House To Yours

I I

194,

(408)446-4744
%%v.. srEvEtis CREEK BLVD CUPE11’ 1,4
We specialize in making your
celebrations unique.

775 West
Capitol Expwy., San Jose 267-0500
All pr ices plus tar, license, documentary tee Suteect to prior &ale

OPEN 7 DAYS

-Peel sees eareleded Oder ends cieseatbusiness SOON

;71

deed, as a mouthpiece for our ins)or
political opponents, he acct48s
money in the form of healthy cau.
paign contributions," said Richlird
A. Weibe, spokesman for the Alliance of American Insurers.
The attorney general could not’be
reached for comment after the news
conference.

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP ti
" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES.- FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products

JOB$

JOB$

TEMPORARY PERMANENT

SUMMER

044
4 414,1-

p

Credit (TMC) graduate program
Special financing available for graduating seniors
or students who have graduated within one year
sL,
Come see us for details.
Ask for Dirk Welzien.

-- -

’Money is a pervasive influence that needs
to be diminished.’

JOB$

A Cerrito Management Company Dealership

-

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Stale
Attorney General John Van de
Kamp, criticiiing millions of dollars
in campaign contributions to state
lawmakers f
he insurance indus
try, received more than $1 million
from trial lawyers, his detractors
charged.
Van de Kamp targeted the insurance industry and their contributions
to legislators on Monday while
urging Californians to pass a June 7
ballot initiative that would restrict
campaign contributions and spending for state Senate and Assembly
offices.
Insurance industry contributions
an estimated $2.7 million over
the past three years -- have stalled
state insurance reform and forced
Californians to turn to the initiative
process. said Van de Kamp. himself
a Democrat elected to a state constitutional office.
"I’m not accusing anyone of
criminal conduct, but I ant saying
(money) is a pervasive influence that
needs to be diminished," he said.
Senate President Pro Tern David
Roberti, a Democrat, retorted in a
statement. "And it also is difficult
for the Attorney General to act
against trial attorneys when he receives enormous contributions from
them,"
Spokesmen lOr other influential
state lawmakers and the industry

Part-time &
Hundreds of Jobs
Bonus Programs
Excellent Pay Rates

Over 800 Client Companies
Various Industries
Immediate Openings
Entry Level or Experienced

Major Silicon Valley Employers
No Fee Cha.ged

Clerical. Secretarial, Industrial. Accounting.
Word Processing, Technicians, General
Labor. Receptionists and Manufacturing

GOLDEN WESTd
G.W. AGENCY
Santa Clara

San Jose

140 De La Cruz Blvd. 3396 Stevens Creek
Santa Clara, CA
San Jose
(408)980-9555
(40P) 2,48-7550

Mountain View
1621W. El Camino
Mtn. View, CA
(415)969-4242

NO MONEY DOWN’
NO PNMENTS
FOR 3 MONTHS
FOR QUAUFIE0 BUYE

WHAT IF YOU
DON’T GET
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?

#1 College Graduate Degree
Now available to qualified college graduates: Pontiac will make your down
payment up to 5% of the cash selling price and you make no payments
for three months on such hot Pontiacs as Firebird...Fiero...Sunbird...
Grand Am . and LeMans when you finance through GMAC.

1KAPLAN

#2 First-Time Buyer Degree
Now available to qualified first-time new-car buyers; $600 cash back
on Firebird (Base and Formula only)....Fiero...Sunbird ...Grand Am...and
LeMans when you finance through GMAC.
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STANLEY H. K AKAN EDUCATIONAL (INTER LTD.
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SUMMER CLASSES

PAH)*
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REGISTERING NOW. GET A HEAD START ON THE LSAT,
GMAT, GRE, MCAT, NCLEX, NTE, CPA, OR BAR EXAM.

Ofd

FOR INFORMATION ON THE LOCAL CENTER N EAREST YOU, CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-KAP-TEST

15500 LOS GATOS BLVD. PHONE 356-8111

LOS GATOS

boa

Sure, there are other
schools. But why settle?
Kaplan prep courses help
students raise their scores
and their chances of
being admitted into their
first-choice schools. Fact
is, no one has helped
students score higher!

Pontiac. pays op to 5% of the rash spiting
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SUMMERTIME IS KAPLAN TIME.
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Track: Athlete loses team
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from funding their Olympic performances, the country doesn’t pay for
the athletes’ training.
"I’m competing with all sports,"
he explains. "Not everyone can go.
The first day of July, I will know."
4
Jimenez says he has "an advantage." however, because he tops the
list of Olympic nominees back
:home. Nominated as best athlete in
:Paraguay last year, Jimenez holds
’the South American junior record for
.ithe shot put and discus throw.
,it. To prepare for the summer games.
he came to San Jose to train with
,Olympic champion Mac Wilkins. Jimenez chose to study business finance at SJSU because it’s close to
his mentor.
"He is the best," says the stuent, referring to Wilkins’ gold and
ilver medals in Montreal in 1976
nd Los Angeles in 1984 -- both for

Pope lectures Paraguay president

feel friendship (there). It’s a really
nice place to be."
Jimenez also likes San Jose’s climate, describing it as similar to ParASUNCION, Paraguay (API -aguay’s.
Pope John Paul II, in one of his ster"One thing that I like here is the nest lectures to a head of state. told
weather . . . and the girls." he President Alfredo Stroessner that the
granting of human rights "is not a
says.
Although he misses the support of question of political convenience."
In an address Monday night to
his family, the athlete is glad to he
Stroessner, top government aides
studying in America.
and foreign diplomats at the presi"The United States is the best dential palace, the pope said "replace to study business," he says, spect for human rights ... stems from
adding that Paraguay offers less in the dignity of the person by virtue of
education. "It’s a little country with his condition as a creature of God.
all the limtitations."
Stroessner, 75, has ruled ParaHere in America. Jimenez faces guay since a coup in 1954.
other limitations. To continue trainThe pope also defended the
ing with Wilkins. he must still find a church’s role in social causes, saynearby school with a track team. A ing, "You can’t corner the church in
scholarship, he says, might also be its temples."
essential.
Today, the pope met for an hour
"You think of the United States as with I .(XX) priests, nuns and seminanumber one." he says. "And then rians, then left by car for a Mass
you come here and it’s a big disap- with peasant farmers in Villarrica. a
pointment."
regional agricultural center of 50,(XX) people 1(X) miles southeast of
the capital.
In his meeting in the National Cathedral, the pontiff told the clergy
Officers were still investigating they must give preference in their
whether the 15 -year-old teen-ager ministries to the poor "who in Parareported killed in the confrontation guay, as in so many parts of Latin
America, suffer every kind of privawas shot by soldiers.
An army spokesman said the sol- tion."
"So many peasants. laborers and
dier involved, who was not identified by name, fired against regula- workers without employment or
tions and his officer did not stop being exploited lack their badly
needed bread." John Paul said.
him.
John Paul flew from Peru to ParaThe army, meanwhile, lifted a
four-day curfew from the West guay, the last stop on his four-nation
Bank’s largest city of Nablus and
from the Shati refugee camp in
Ca/a

discus-throwing.
Before coming to San Jose, Jimenez sent a videotape of his track efforts to Wilkins. After speaking with
the Olympic champion, Jimenez’
aunt in Florida arranged for her
nephew to train with him.
"And then the big dream was
true," says the student.
Olympics aside, Jimenez will
begin course work for his major next
fall. To prepare for American
classes, he enrolled in the studies for
American language program this semester. For 20 hours a week, the
athlete studies grammar, oral and
reading communication, and computers.
A native of Asuncion, Paraguay’s
capital, Jimenez describes San Jose
as "quiet and very extended.
"It’s a nice city. I like the people," he says, praising the International Center, where he lives. "You

ilitary scolds soldiers for firing ammunition

.?S

JERUSALEM (API --- A military
ourt scolded two soldiers today for
ming live ammunition in an Arab
illage where a teen-ager was killed.
mops shot and seriously wounded a
alestinian who tried to wrest a gun
rom a soldier.
An army spokesman said the
,hooting today occurred in the Kapandia refugee camp north of Jerusa!Arm after soldiers tried to stop an
tp,rab man from violating a curfew.
1Ct, The man got out of his car and
4tried to take a gun from one of the
1 soldiers, and the troops
opened fire.
wounding the Palestinian in the ab:
domen, the army said.
Kalandia was one of four refugee
amps and towns under curfew in the
wcupied territories on the second
ay of the three-day holiday that
nds Ramadan, the Moslem holy
month of fasting.

Underground leaders of a five month-old uprising have urged Palestinians to make the holiday one of
"national mourning" for the 190
Arabs killed in the rebellion.
In clashes Monday, troops killed
two Palestinians in Gaza and the village of Azmut in the West Bank and
13 people were wounded.
The army said an officer was "severely scolded" and another soldier
given a suspended jail sentence of 35
days for the shooting incident in
A/mut.
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Are you "frestcenough for
JUST FRESH?
If so, come on by and talk
to us any day, preferably
between 2:30 & 4PM.
The following positions are
available:
.FOOD SERVER
BUSSER
HOSTESS

The Student Union will
be open additional hours
during finals.
The
hours are:

Thurs., May 19 7am throuc

Fri., May 20 midnight
Sat., May 21 9am - 5pm
Sun. May 22 noon through
Thurs., May 26 5pm
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And you
may ask
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. lake you look your best on papet
.ne page resume 125 tot students
So don I let the days go by Come

Jusil"resh.

er %authoritarian rule
Radio Caritas, Asuncion’s Catholic -run station, later said Bahlinger
had been released but there was no
word on the whereabouts of the Paraguayans.
In his sppech at the presidential
palace, the pontiff said:
"It is the duty and obligation of
political power to create and make
posssihle those social conditions that
favor the real and complete good of
the person ... respecting the legitimate freedom of individuals, families and intermediate groups."
He defended the church’s role in
social causes. saying, "You can’t
corner the church in its temples."
Speaking in Spanish, the multilingual pope said: "Respect for
human rights ... is not a question of
political convenience but stems from
the dignity of the person by virtue of
his condition as a creature of God."
"We live in democracy in Paraguay." Stroessner responded. He
said the last presidential election in
February occurred "in an atmosphere of order and civic maturity.
without spilling a drop of blood."
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6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS

h

,an Carlos San Jose
408 298.4455 9-12 IS 1-5 pin dady (En tit 4)

ACCUTIJNE
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& BRAKE
298-7722

OPEN 7:30 AM
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY
510 E SANTA CLARA
AT 11th STREET

served fron 7pm - 6am
courtesy of Spartan Shop,

21256 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
CUPERTINO

Funded by Associated Students

GIRLS LIKE GOTCHA, TOO!

PONTIACU COLLEGE GRADUATE AND
FIRST-TIME BUYER FINANCE PLANS
CONGRATULATIONS! YOU DESERVE
A LOT OF CREDIT FOR YOUR
COLLEGE ACHIEVEMENTS!
NO DOWN PAYMENT
through GMAC. Pontiac pays
the down payment of up to
5% of the cash selling price

DEFERRED FIRST PAYMENT
beginning 90 days after
purchase.

YOU ARE ELIGIBLE
IF YOU HAVE:
Receipt of a degree
Verifiable permanent employment
or commitment for employment
No derogatory credit.
’ Acceptance by GMAC

FIRST-TIME BUYERS!
$600 allowance that can be applied towards
the down payment on selected all new
1988 PONTIACS
Establish strong credit through GMAC
All we require is:
No derogatory credit history
No prior new auto financing
Verifiable satisfactory employment
and residence
Acceptance by GMAC

Wes Behel Pontiac
3350 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose, California
244-9352

PONTIAC

,

:

L

Unman*/ TypographiCS

Free coffee will be

South American tour, and met privately with Stroessner for 30 minutes before deli)ering his speech:.
Stroessner responded by declanng
his government was democratically
elected and saying, "Here we don’t
suffer the scourge of terrorism, hunger or drugs." He described Paraguay as a country "without social or
political crises, tumult, street violence, polticial prisoners or hate
Relations between the Stroessner
government and the Vatican were
strained last week when Paraguayan
authorities canceled a meeting between the pope and a Church -sponsored civic group that includes opposition figures. After talks with the
Church, the government lifted the
ban, but members of Stroessner’s
governing Colorado Party were expected to boycott the meeting today.
The pontiff arrived in Paraguay on
Monday afternoon. Minutes later.
police picked up a Roman Catholic
priest. the Rev. Donald Bahlinger of
Baton Rouge. La., and three Paraguayan labor and peasant activitists
as they left a downtown church in
Asuncion, the capital. People had
gathered in the church for a fast and
prayer 5er% ice protesting Stroessn-

GET YOURS AT:
’Creative Wave, Sunnyvale
JJ’s Surf ’n Sport, Scotts Valley
Manini’s, The Boardwalk in Santa
CruzMiramar Surf, Half Moon Bay
Lombardis, San FranciscoNolands,
The Warf in Santa CruzArrow Surf
Sport, CapitolaCalifornia Surfer,
San JoseChrislows, Los Gatos
O’Neill’s, Santa CruzSunshine
Freestyle, MontereyOne The Beach,
CarmelSea Level, Burlingame
Portola Surf Shop, Santa Cruz

Aik
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Modern dance company
makes comeback in shows

Matthew E Durham Daily

staff photographer

By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
A company that calls itself New
Dance is working to create its new
chance.
The company, led by SJSU instructor and choreographer Cliff
Keuter is together again after disbanding due to financial troubles
about a year ago.
The new chance for this modern
dance company is an upcoming concert. Thursday through Sunday at the
San Jose Stage Company Theatre.
Two dancers who represent New
Dance, Candace Ammerman and
David Miller. will join forces with
SJSU’s University Dance Theatre
and performers Karl Schaffer, Eric
Stern and Greg Lizenbery.
New Dance’s innovative streak is
visible in a duet which will premiere
at this weekend’s concert series.
The duet is tentatively titled,
I’ve Gotta Talk to You."
While Kueter maintains his duet is
still evolving, the movement appears
to be precisely in .4 \ ic with the
music.

Dancers Animerman and Miller
offer both crisp movement and vocal
accompaniment in this work, which
is designed to stretch the range of
dance forms available in the area.
Ammerman’s role includes drawing upon her ballet and modem
dance background. She chants to
help deliver the message of the
dance. Ammerman’s dialogue includes brief declarations such as
"ah" and "no" woven throughout
the duet.
She says the music adds a whole
new dimension to the dance.
"The first part seems sweet and
haunting, like a bitter sweet memory. The next section, the jazz. gives
a whole new feeling." Ammerman
said.
"The jazz is an emotional release,’’ Miller added

Keuter. New Dance’s artistic director, said the overall theme of the
show is based on the unspoken and
spoken word.
"This theme has been very strictly
adhered to." Keuter said.
This show will differ from past
New Dance productions. he said.
’’This concert contrasts other concerts in that it is much more intricate," Keuter said.
New Dance is poised to mesh
skills with other local dancers to present the four 14 p.m. performances
and a Sunday 2 p.m. matinee.
Admission for the concert is $7
for students and seniors, and $10 for
the general public. The theatre is located at $60 S. First St.. for additional inforniation call 791-7I 10.

David Miller (left) and Candace Ammerman show off their skills as part of a new dance

New bill to appear
on November ballot
SACRAMI-NTO (API - Paul
Gann says he lids enough signatures
to put an in a lac 4: on the November
ballot to make it a felony for a person who knows he or she has AIDS
to donate blood.
The measure would also require
doctors and blood banks to report to
county health officers people the)
"reasonably feel" have AIDS or
who have tested positive for the
deadly disease
Gann. w ho has AIDS. said petitions he turned in Monday to the
Sacramento County ’% otei s’ leg istrar
contain the signatures of about M5),000
voters.
He needs \ alid signatures of 372, I’M
registered voters to qualify the mea
sure for the November ballot.
Gann announced last year that he
contracted All i apparently from a
blood transtu,

GET YOUR STUFF HOME
OR STORE IT
FOR THE SUMMER

TRUCKING & STORAGE
SERVICE
Service to and from San Jose area
and San Luis Obispo area.
EVERYTHING ONLY $100.00!
’Partial rates available
’Next day service
CALL EARLY TO RESERVE SPACE!
San Jose area: (408)280-7587
San Luis Obispo area: (805)544-5571

Vote June 7th!

Copies
5C

40. orciudea c..11aa#, dim*, diplaota And .0:ate .

kinkois
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

4440

310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

EXPRESSWAY
JEEP/EAGLE
Make Your Best Deal and Get an Additional

$400 OFF
At/WEEP
California’s 10 year old spending limit, sponsored by
Mr. Paul Gann, threatens to raise your tuition
and increase student/faculty ratios.

If we don’t update the limit, education, police,
senior health care, and other vital public services
will be cut almost $23 billion over the next 10 years.
Mr. Gann agrees that his spending limit should be changed.
But, he has joined with private developers in proposing Prop. 72,
a different change to the spending limit that
will take more than $700 million away from education
and other public services next year alone.
We need your

CAR IN
z

TES!

you’ll save
Jeep, Eagle$400 on
non
Premierevery
-advertised
and
our lot.
Used
special Dont niiss Car on
savings just these
fOr yout

"YES on Prop. 71" and "NO on Prop. 72"
votes to update the spending limit.
As faculty in The California State University,
we are concerned about your education.
If you don’t fight for yourself,
you cannot expect anyone else to.

Please join thousands of other students and faculty
and fight for California’s future.

Vote
"YES on Prop. 71" and "NO on Prop. 72"
Contributed by the r alifornia Faculty Association. 11939 S. Sepulveda Blvd.. Suite 520, Los Angeles, CA 90045

a
.ustomer must De a college senior
graduating within the next 4 months, or
one who has graduated within the last 12
months horn a four year accredited College
or University or a current graduate student
’Onlynon advertised used cars are eligible
three month/3,000mile warranty on roost
used cars Deer ends close of business 05/31188
.44411M1111111114...41

EXPRESSWAY JEEP/EAGLE

740 W. CAPITOL EXPWY, SAN JOSE
723-7901
RAISING THE STANDARD OF BUYING A CAR!
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Graduation: Seniors ’glad it’s over’
From page I
in the United States, he said he
would like to encourage SJSU students to "be willing to shoot for the
moon.’’
His humble beginnings reach back
to an education at San Jose’s James
I.ick High School in the 1950s.
When he came to San Jose State,
the school was "a focal point of activity and of intellectual declaration." Valdez said. The university is
still a place to "get a sense of yourself."
As young people go through their
college years. Valdez suggests they
"pay attention to what’s happening
to figure yourself out." After all,
"when we are born, we are unfinished. Life forms us to what we
are." he said.
The commencement ceremony is
scheduled to begin with a procession
of participants. They will enter the
stadium at 9:30 a.m., and the ceremony is expected to end by 11:30
a. m.
As usual, parking will be a problem with an expected 25,0(X) people
arriving for the event. To accomodate possible delays, guests are encouraged to be in the stadium at least
an hour early, and participants must
be at their assembly areas no later
than 9 a.m.
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Two seniors who will he among
those listening to Valdez’ commencement message are Craig Boyer
and Gabriele Schindler. They said
they are "feeling great" about graduation and are "glad it’s over."
Boyer, a business major, said his
parents will host a party after the ceremony. But Schindler said she
"can’t be too excited yet," because
she must complete final exams before enjoying graduation.
In her four years at SJSU.
Schindler. a West German, said she
never felt like giving up and quitting
school.
"I pay too much money for that,"
she said. As a foreign student she
had to pay about $150 for each unit
of her public relations degree.
"There wasn’t any really bad
time. I enjoyed it. It was a nice four
years." she said.
Boyer, who majored in business
administration with a concentration
in management, said graduating will
be "weird, because for so long I’ve
always had to think of school. The
concept of not having to think about
school . . . it’s incredible."
Unlike Schindler, Boyer had
times when he felt like giving up.
His struggles to decide what he
wanted and why he was here have finally paid off, he said.

"The worst time was when I was
trying to decide what to do," he
said. "That was when it was really
rough. I would sit in class and wonder ’what am I doing here?’ "
Boyer said he became more motivated when he decided he was at
SJSU for himself and not for his parents. That was when he decided
upon a major he truly wanted to pursue.
He said he will stay with his present job at Lockheed and may consider entering an evangelical seminary with plans for becoming a
youth pastor.
Schindler said she will pursue a
public relations job with a firm or
agency.
The gowns that Royer. Schindler
and the other graduates will wear reflect traditions begun in the Middle
Ages.
Academic regalia, including col
ored robes, hoods, capes, tassels and
mortar boards, evolved from the at
tire worn in the days when commencement was a religious cere
mony of ordination. Today, the
colors and designs symbolize the
field of study and the degree to be
awarded.
Those receiving bachelor’s de
eirees will wear colored tassels rep

.
-
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Ramos: Guides youth
From page
Ramos has managed to overcome
these kinds of struggles and wants to
help others. The club’s logo is a
mosquito within a circle. He said the
mosquito symbolizes the kid who is
trapped in the barrio.
"We look at the kids who walk in
here and know that they can either
become (inmates in) prison or college graduates. We have no control
over that, but we can control how
they feel today," Ramos said.
He sees the responsibility of the
club as helping its members build up
their self-esteem and helping them to
possess a positive self-image.
"We have kids that have gotten
full scholarships (to attend SJSU)
but they don’t go because they are

scared
go." Ramos said. He explains that they tear it because it is
an unfamiliar world tor them.
The dub, which has a branch in
Morgan Hill. adds about 250 nevi
members a year. Since its inception.
the club has had 14.0114) members. Ra
mos said that the club membership
has encompassed three generations
of sonic families
Ramos. known around the club as
"Mimeo," meaning big mosquito i
fully committed to his cre.ii
Being director of the Mosquito’s I.
seven-day -a- week . lull -time job.
"In the almost 20 years I’ve been
director, I bet I haven’t missed mole
than 12 days of work."he said.

CASH

FOR BOOKS
AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
MAY 16 - MAY 27
5TUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER
Mon-Thurs 8a.m. - 7p.m.
Friday
8a.m. - 5p.m.
Saturday 10a.m. - 4p.m.

Pub
.
,7

resenting the school in which the)
studied. For example, green symbol
izes the School of Applied Arts and
Sciences, gold the School of Science. Recipients of master’s degrees
will wear hoods colored to match the
type of degree they have earned.
The tassel is the smallest but perhaps the most important part of academic regalia. Traditionally, it is
worn on the right side of the mortar
board (cap) until the president formally confers the degree. The tassel
is then moved to the left side of the
mortar hoard to symbolize the graduate’s nevi status.
Diplomas are mailed to graduates
and will not be distributed during the
ceremony. Participants in the ceremony will include those who were
eligible to graduate in the summer of
1987 or in December 19147, or who
expect to graduate this month.

I- rant page I
during the summer.
"It was my choice and I’m glad.
he said. "It’s the only reason to stm
in San Jose." Without his pub job.
Hidalgo would have to go home to
Southern California and find a nevi
job there.
"I think it’ll be busy for the work
ers on account of the (food prepara
lion)" and fewer employees, he
said, though he doesn’t expect man)
customers.
"I know of a couple of regulars
who are taking a summer course
They’ll probably be here." he said
"Regardless. there should be some
type of food service open (during the
summer)."
Mary Jane Dulleck, who usual!)
posts herself at the Pub’s entrance to
check ID’s, says she’s happy to
work summer hours at the pub because she needs the money.
"It’ll be a lot easier not having the
classes while )) orking." she said.
Summer hours will begin the
Tuesday after finals and will go
through the first day of classes of the
fall semesler. Afterwards, the Pub
will go back to its regular operating
hours of I a.m. to 11 p.m., depending on business.

Help Wanted
SPARTAN SHOPS VAN

SELL YOUR BOOKS
HERE 9-4

May 20 (Fri) 9a.m. - 4p.m.
May 23, 24, 25,26 9a.m. - 4p.m.
Located between Sweeny
and MacQuarrie Halls

WE PAY UP TO 60 */0 FOR YOUR BOOKS!!!
Associated Students Business Office
has job openings for Fall ’88.

SPARTAN
BooKsToRE

The work-study positions
require experience working with money and
public contact. Hours are flexible,
Monday through Friday. 8:30 - 4:30.

5111VKI

S OU11.1.11

Come Join Our Organization!
Apply today at Associated Students Business
Office, located on the ground level of the
Student Union (near the phones)
or call 924-6200.
Funded by Associated Students.

JOE KERLEY Lincoln/Mercury/Jeep/Eagle
A\11.4,
Has A Gift For The
4.t. San Jose State
Graduating
Class of ’88!
SPECIAL
First -Time Buyer’s Program
Special Credit Terms
Special Sale Prices
Special Factory Incentives
-10".-

$9399
02007 Ono M this pnce

1571221 Ono al Mai price

LINCOLN

III

:All ow’

toi mt.,

1,r.rr 1, 111 .

Positions Available
WAITERS & WAITRESSES
FOOD PREPARERS
LINE CHIEFS
QUALITY ASSURANCE STAFF
HOST/HOSTESS
COCKTAIL SERVERS

Lincoln/Mercury/Jeep/Eagle I

MERKUR

,.

What kind of person makes a great Bennigan’s employee?
Someone who enjoys work -especially if the work is challenging. (But not someone who likes elevator music!) Someone with
energy, a sense of humor, and the ambition to take advantage of
opportunities. In short, someone who likes to work hard to get
ahead, and still have fun! (And we have no polyester uniforms)
Positions arc now open for summer employment. All you have to
do is come in to our restaurant between 2-4 Monday thru Friday
and interview in person with one of our managers.

JOE KERLEY

MERCURY

Your Duality Commitment Dealership tor 55 Years
3566 Stevens Creek Blvd. San Jose call 201.8800

An Exciting Place To Work...
And Succeed!

$7495

NEW ’88 MERCURY TRACER

NEW ’88 JEEP WRANGLER 4x4

.

I
I

San Jose State U.
I
"CLASSiciOFII ’88"
ncanow,

I

Presen1 this coupon
sow
011*, wpm’s 8 io

4150 GREAT AMERICA PKWY, (North off highway 101)
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Permanent ramp allows access
for swimmers with disabilities
By SU/411110lung
another person and it won’t break
"He was the most resisiant indiDaily stall writer
down.
vidual to the concept," he said.
The permanent ramp providing
John Moore, president of the Dis"Most everyone else was open to
access to the pixil Shill signify a new abled Students Association, pointed suggestions,’ Schutter said.
independence for disabled students out that the ramp will also benefit
Student Union Director Ron Barpeople who simply have trouble get- rett and other SJSU administrators
at SJSU.
Marty Schutter. director of the ting in and out of a pool.
were more willing hi listen to ideas.
disabled student sers ices program.
’The other two pools are impossi- said Schutter.
began petitioning for the ramp at the ble to get into. ’ he said.
Out of all the new facilities,
start of the Rec Center project. "Had
"I think the students are reallx ex- Schuller believes the Fxsol will he the
we not, this never would have bech cited.** Moore said. "This is h far most popular with the disabled at
accomplished." he said,
the best pool we could get
SJS11.
By starting early. Schuller could
At approximately 521.000, the
The ramp will allow more diswork ss ith administrators and ar- ramp is still well below the 2 percent abled students to participate in social
chitects to pros ide disabled students of the total project allotted by Fed- act is ’ties di school. Moore pointed
with the best, most independent eral Guidelines for disabled services. out.
(Orin of access.
Schutter said.
Moore. w ho was the first person
Schulter knows of no other pool in to legally swim in the pool, said the
After taking an informal poll.
Schutter found that disabled students the CSL’ sy stem that has a permanent ramp looks outstanding.
preferred a ramp because many of ramp.
The locker rooms, he said, ate
Approval for the ramp had to he also compatible with handicap
them participate in competitions and
a ramp would allow access to more worked out at several levels of pro- needs.
people at one time, he said. Also. duction. Schutter said the architectu"It’s outstanding how well (the
unlike hydraulic wheelchair lifts, a ral consultant was the most difficult pool and locker nxims) were de
ramp doesn’t base to be operated by to convince.
signed and built." Moore said.

Pool
From ikree /
use the pool today.
The free grand opening es ergs include a ribbon cutting by disabled
sers ices, followed by music by The
Shockssases and the reggae band
Mystic Youth, a performance by the
Hawaiian Dancers. and water recreational esents sponsored by Leisure
Services.
Spartan Shops will also he catering free food and drinks.

"I’m glad it is finally working
out, and we’re opening with a
party.’ said Tatterslield.
Tatterstield envisions the pool
grounds as a great place to have a
party, with plenty of room in and out
of the pool for people.
Most of the Aquatic Center features will be immediately available
for student use, including day-use
lockers, showers and a new handicap
access ramp.
Students will have to wait.
though, to use the diving boards hi
cated on the south end of the pool.

Matthew E Durham Daily staff photograpne,
I jfeguard Joe Hutchinson sits near the !less pool’s wheelchair access ramp
p.m.
Students will need to display their
student body cards in order to he admitted to the pool.
The north end of the pool (shallow
end) will be used for recreational
swimming, the middle will be used
for lap swimming, and the south end
(deep end) will be used for diving
when the boards are insured.

"We don’t base permission to use
the diving boards for insurance purposes," said Kari Kolby. a student
lifeguard at the pool.
Morley said that the pool is not yet
insured for use of the diving boards.
Following the grand opening, the
pool’s schedule through the summer
will be Monday -Friday II a.m. to 7
p.m . and Saturday’Sundav 17-6

Communist Part) to limit term of office
MOSCOW (AP)
A national
Communist Party conference next
month will consider limiting the
term of the general secretary in what
would be a major departure from the
usual Soviet practice of lifelong tenure, a top official said.
Dmitri A. lisovolik. a deputy to

SONY.

RESUMES
For a resume that can do the job,
depend on Kinko’s.

310 S THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
2 9 5- 4 3 3 6

Sendust Head Cassette
Deck with Dolby B & C
Noise Reduction
DC servomotor drive
3 -position tape type
selector
headphone output

_
2 -Way Bookshelf
Speaker with 4.5"
Polypropylene Woofer
50 watts power
handling

kinkois

$ 1O9

$79

SONY

481 E SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYS
2 9 5- 5 5 1 1
I

MANPOWER
SERVICES

TEMPORARY

OVER 100

SUMMER

21111 [Agate
35 Watts’ per
Channel AM/FM
Stereo Audio/Video
Receiver
direct access quartz
frequency synthesis
tuning system
video sound Input

Compact Disc Player
20 -selection direct access programming
3 -beam laser pickup
digital filter
4 -way repeat 1, all,
program shuffle

JOBS

AUDIO
COMPONENTS & PORTABLES FOR LESS!
Hear the power of Federated! Federated’s huge buying power means Big Savings for You! Everyday, you

Come in today and work tomorrow!
Work as much or as little as you want.

have the power to make your best deal at Federated on portables, audio components, Ns, VCRs, and more!

Long and short term assignments in:
’,INDUSTRIAL
’,HEALTH CARE
TECHNICAL

.WORD PROCESSING
.DATA PROCESSING
CLERICAL

Bring coupon in and ask about
our $25 referral bonus and
our FREE automation training.

Pocket-Size
AM/FM Stereo
Radio with
Lightweight
Headphones
3 -band graphic
equalizer
belt clip

camera --------AM/FM Digital Clock Radio
battery back-up system
24 -hour set
and forget
alarm()

$1487

camera
Deluxe Portable AM/FM Stereo
Cassette Player and Recorder
dual 2 way speaker system

$1977

$3487

WCAAVOX

AIWA

Walk-in Interviews -No Appointment Necessary

ni

Personal Stereo
Cassette Player
with Stereo
Heaphones
weighs lust 8 oz
metal normal
tape selector
bell clip

$3999

\1-1": 7ani - 6pm

r"7:

I.
10

.

MANPONER
PALO AL TO
4333 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 941 4181

$11999

STEVENS CREEK
2960 Stevens Creek Blvd
San Jose, CA 95128
(404241-4900
4,11141rDOWNTOWN
185 Park Ave M191
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 998-4444

BERRYESSA
1150 "C" Murphy Ave
San Jose, CA 95131-2418
(408) 286-7100

WI THUM THE MONT TO WAIT WARTIME ON ANY ITEM.
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SUNNYVALE
333W. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 749-1800

199 9 9

1911$

The Atari 2600, still the best s.11lng video game of all time, and, at under 850,
the best value In Mho video game business. Federated... Your Mart Connection.

,f

OAKRIDGE MALL
Blossom Hill Rd
San Jose, CA
(408) 998-4444

Portable AM/FM Stereo Cassette
and Compact Disc Player
5 -band graphic equalizer

Compact AM/FM Stereo System
soft -touch dual cassette deck
semi -automatic turntable

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THROUGH THURSDAY. JUNE 16.

Vfr,IfAff

party Central Committee secretary
Anatoly F. Dobrynin. told a group of
American business leaders that proposals have been introduced to limit
the party leader to two or three terms
of eight years each.
Communist Party general secre
((tries commonly serve life terms.
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Journalism Fulbright scholar
to teach for year in Philippines
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By Joe S. Kappla
Daily staff writer
SJSU journalism professor Donald Guimary has been selected as a
Fulbright scholar to lecture and do
research at the University of the
Philippines next fall.
Guimary said he applied several
times without any success before his
luck finally came this month. He
will be in the Philippines for eight
months starting June 13.
He will be teaching reporting. editing. close -community journalism
and developmental journalism at the
University of the Philippines and
Sao Tomas University in Manila.
It is an exciting time to be in the
Philippines under the Aquino regime, where the media is freer than
during the Marcos regime," Guimar) said. He said this will give him
Donald Guimary
the opportunity to visit newspaper
. . Fulbright scholar
establishments and other media institutions to talk to editors and publishers.
two and a half years. His departure
Guimary hopes to translate his ex- from campus will mean a "great loss
periences in the Philippines into a to minority students in the departbook because he has "always been ment of journalism," said Lorraine
interested in the media in other coun- Grant. a senior majoring in journaltries and how they work."
ism.
Guimary has been teaching three
She described Guimary as a "very
journalism classes on campus for fair, straight -forward teacher who

seems to be concerned about students’ problems, especially minorities."
Guimary , 56, received his Ph.D.
in 1973 from the University of Oregon. He taught journalism for 13
years at Portland State University
before coming to SJSU.
Guimary said he made the move
because, "the president of that university didn’t like journalism just as
(President) Gail Fullerton doesn’t
like sports." He said unnecessary
budgetary cuts led to the closure ot
the journalism department at Port
land State.
From there, he cooled off for one
year in Alaska, doing research and
writing for academic and trade journals. He also taught at Universiti
Sains Malaysia from 1973-74 while
on leave from Portland State.
His
dissertation,
"Citizens’
Groups and Broadcasting," was
published in 1974. He is also the co author of an unpublished book,
"History of Alaska/Mexican Cann cry Workers in Alaska: 1878-1937"
Guimary also did research about
minorities in the media in California.
which looked at the people of color
in the media and their hiring pat tent.
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Police can search garbage without a warrant
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A Supreme Court ruling that allows police to search discarded garbage
without a warrant may encourage
law enforcement officials to expand
use of the unusual investigatory
technique, a civil rights organization
says.
"Now that the police know the
way is clear, they may say, ’Gee,
what a good idea,’ " said Arthur
Spitzer of the American Civil Liberties Union.

Americans enjoy do not extend to
discarded garbage.
"It is common knowledge that
plastic garbage bags left on or at the
side of a public street are readily ac cessible to animals, children, scavengers, snoops and other members
of the public,’ said Justice Byron.
"The police cannot reasonably be
expected to avert their eyes from evidence of criminal activity that could
have been observed by any member
of the public." he said.

Law enforcement groups hailed
the ruling,
Jerald Vaughn, executive director
of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police, said, "We’re very
pleased."
He said if the court had ruled the
other way, "It certainly would have
increased the difficulty of making investigations. It certainly would not
have made our job any easier."
By a 6-2 vote, the justices ruled
Monday that the privacy rights

\i..7
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HAIR

MODELS for

advanced twh
Monday-Thuredey-Fridey

class
RAM Call for eppl 279-9694

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at eftordable prices Call Mary Filice. Washington National Insurance. (408) 9439190 for no obll
get’. quota
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S office or
call (408) 3714811
WE DON’T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
that. OK WI.,. a church corn.
munity that values the indlviduol
own truth The
Search for one
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose otters creative eervices
stimulating discussion,
tunIties for social ection We Sr.
locoed at 1W N 3rd St Join us
Sundays at II 000, call 292-3858

AUTOMOTIVE
87 PL YMOUTH RELIANT IF. loaded.
mint condition. 90 miles. estate
sale 68500w warranty. 736-8609

COMPUTERS
PC -CON PC -CON PC -COM" 16M AT XT compatible. and accessories Located at 2515 5 King
Road Cali 218-1038 Special 8%
off for SJSU with 113

ROSES

BOOKSHOP Is

a unique bookelere. specializing
In book, on history. current
events. labor. Black Americans.
Aalen-AmerIcans.
Chicanos.
women,

Marxism

Written by
Blacks, Chicanos, Asians. labor
Whilst.. Monists We also have.
111 English. Soviet texts in the social sciences You wont find our
books. posters and records in
other stores In the velNy In addition we hove fiction and chilbooks locai.d a1950 S
First St. San Jo. (3 bike south of
0260) Call 794-2930 for hwrs

dren

WEDDING DRESS -

WHITE sUe 07

NEW

Asking $250 (Polft 5850)
leave ineseage (408) 3779366

HELP WANTED
A GREAT SMILE WANTED. Pius
Go Go has spot for you Counter
and up’ Full port
Contact Riche.. 135 W
Santa Clete St . between 3-5 PM

help, 54 75 hr
time

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open
Ing at Varlan Image Tub. Division
Requires

STUDENTS A OTHERS
EARN Pen-Ilme or full time in.
tome Make calls on behalf of
worthwhile eh/trifles Hourly sal.

700 St Marys P1. Sufi. 1404 San
Antonio, Tx, 78205 or call 1800)
021-2821. Eat ase

ary end bonuses Call 984.1925
SUMMER WORK’ Southwest.. Co
oem $4800 avg
potential
earnings much higher Build ren um. and earn collect. credit For
Info call Gary al 377.3040

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHO(
ARS!’ Intl businesses and Investors seb foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of eco-

TEACHERS PRESCHOOL
Extended
day 124 PM daily Must have ECE
units, good pay benefits
Call
TODAY 7219160

nomic, business, scientific and
politico’ conditions In horn* country for consulting essletonee For
Into send resume to BCS Intl

TELEMARKETING. Appointment wolfing Part time. $200 WK POSSIBLE. DAILY CASH Walking Ols-

700 SI Marys PI . Sulle 1400. San
Antonio. To 78705 or call (BOO)
642-5254

ten001 from campus Afternoon A
evening shifts available Good

pot In bus reproduction firm,
flee hrs grt eummer job No exp
nee Call John at 744-1244

voice A personality Cell lefty at
998-4526

LIFEGUARDS Seasonal A year round

THE STUDENT UNION Is now aycept
log opplkations tot a data entry
accounting position Workstudy
Is required Summer hours also

poeillons available now Salary
Lifeguards. 1550-06 40*, Pool
Call
managers
$700-SI 80 hr
942-2470_

available

LIFEGUARDS SWIM
INSTRUCTORS
Valid WS’ ADVANCED lifesaving CPR and firs1

4663
CREDIT OFFICE ASSISTANT needed
for part-time nights and wands
Various duties. fleelble hours
Cell Janet el 435.1344
PT In
"A:MYER SHIFT WAtTRESS
Minato Japanese Rest F No in
Japan*. R.1 preferred Call
M. at 998-97 t I for application
QOWNTOWN RE AI FSTATF OFFICE
Needs temporary receptionist to
start May 31 thru June 17th Can
work Into permanent part tiny p0.111011 Excellent for student Ray
7945522
DRIVERS THIS IS THE perfect sum
evening
0101 jobIll We hove day
positions evaileible if you know
your way .round the Valley. then
this is the lob for you All you
your own cart Insurence
need
The hours am good, but the pay A
bonuses ant eV. better We el,0
ha00 openings tot Saturdays Cell

Apply at Ine Director.

Office
11E UP THOSE loose ends’ Earn extra
bias Inventory counters, lilt pull.
ert. or stock clerys 00 short hum

aid cerfificate required 20-40 hrs
we.. beginning June 20th Call
257-7160

aseIgnments ROWE Call us at
Tailored inventory 749-0240 Monday through Friday

OASIS PROMO DEPT needs on ART
*0 00 PR meow lot part time worn
Contact Tort E... al 292-3348

TRAINING SPECIAL 1ST Dfreet care
stet, needed for reeldentiel eel..
flee for adolescents and young
.dulls with autism & releted

unust 50 2? or over)
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSMONS
evellable immediatery $5-SOhr ,
Northern California Nannies, (4,51

blithe. Ft PT positions avallebie
early
at
weekday morning,

9442933

lernoons. weekends. A overnight
shifts 56-5775 hr Call for appli
cabons A information 374-8224

PART-TIME. FULL TIME JOBS available’ Never a Noe Colt BEST Tern
porary Services. 91471340 for dolelle
Typlet
secretaries,
receptionists
laborers
file
clerly
PART-TIME JOB’ Flexible hours. good
pay Computer xperlience beneficial Call Jonathan .1 280-7111

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings for automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift, graveyard
weekend 55111
(F S.S.M) 9AM to 730 PM) Phys
les,

olieetronk or mechonlcal
orientellon and US citizen required Call 415-493-1800. ext

PRESCH001.

TEACHER’ Pays 16 hr
part-time 2-6PM ECF is required
Apply et the Hobbit Day Care or

445

sEhoOR
ciraENG,

local ewes

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM i RTH"
Carport. walk to campus no pets
$595 mo Call 224.3939206-0640

Wall work around

interested

SAXOPHONE PLAYER WANTED plus
be. player for recording Iranscribing original music some cos
ers Call 793-9608

reach the beech. & we ant your
source If you can talk. we nave
poeltIon for you We offer greet
pay only fitylble FT PT sehed
Wes. good bonuses end an an
ergot c working environment Forget all of your past telemarnefing
esperiencee We heve program
that everyone empalhite with
Come joln u and mat, sorry
good money while helping to
metro the WHEEL CHAIR 01 TM
PiCS pass BC for Immediate
consideration. call us at 288-6838
oiricERS PROCESS
SECURITY
SERVERS" F7 PT oecurity oft
FT P1 evening
process servers We will trein
In
person
Mon -Fri SAM Apply
core-

all

shifts

IPM 760 Merklian ve

S J .2118.

56110
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft pl
$5 56 hr lo start Full benefits, no

Nico
KAP’

95151

41
:742:

Plaque nd Fr. Souvenir Tassel
with purchase of Class Ring at
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

at-

it II

LAST CHANCE TO RAGE’ Delta Upsi-

Classified

lon’s BLOWOUT part -May 1811,
All Greeks welcome and oh yeah
don’t forget your SJSU 10
862-

look end BE their best in no time
at all’ Hriy rates Student dis

avalleble
*Walden sc ’lotion
Brenham area 7 days week Call

LEARN TO SPEAK RUSSIAN" It is
important to loam the languege of

count
P -U & deilvery
Avail
Winds and evenings Call Linda

264.450i

appointment.
LITTLE MS DANGEROUS

Sete
summer full of Sun

wishing you

elevators

A stuck
yours

insatiably

EGS

LOOKING FOR LFAO GUITARIST to
On drummer A bassist 60S.
70

rwk standards Coll
De. Hendrkason al 629-5485

SERVICES

years old, pies. call Poirner Col
lege of Chiroprim tic Wesi at t4011)
244-8907. ..Hensler. 401
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving. waxing.
teetering or using chemical depth tortes Let me permanently re0.0. your unwanted hair (chin,
bikini. tummy. moustache. etc)
15^. dlemount to students end tin
ulty Call before May 31 1986 and
get your first appl at I 7 prise
Unwanted Halr Disappears With
Gwen Clarlgren

Professional

1020

the other SUPERPOWER Private
group & intensive courses tor
business and tops Tutoring, reasoned.. fees SOFIA at 773-1098
MATH -PHONE

Math

problems

(415179E4497
NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL or to coninterest
credit
high
solidate
cards^ L et Washington Square
Feder.’ credit Union help with an
unsecured loan at 1395. secured loans and cds al. avail
able Call 947-72730, drop by the
office at 8th & Sen Salvador
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Let me
capture your wedding memo..
With quellty photos for Nes" Budget and deluxe packages from
$299 You keep Me negatives Call
Chefte .0 274-8099
PROCESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the party, woo. got

559-3507. 1645 S Bascom. eC
Heir Today Gone Tomorrow
ELECTROLYSIS

(415)

solved, tutoring by phone al eny
level Sessions I 4 to 1 hour Call

BACKACHE??? FREE treatment as
pert of research project if you
have had low beck pain for more
than 6 months and are 20-55

My Care

phone

HAIR

permanent

the music’ Michel Productions
provides wide variety of music

method Ask about the special
discount for Spring Complimentary consolation by appointment

or your wedding. perry or donee
at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Pftil at 749-2120 or 922-7359

removel,

tii.

only

C.0296-093l"
AT

SPECIAL

DISCOUNT" 40% OFF for

F TENT R
Frame and lenses fforn 137’ D.

student. from 1st of May -30th of
June pikers 1020 S White Rd

Christopher Cabrera 0 D Owlity
and Ns’ service at striffnely low
price Complete eye exam including glaucoma check complete

.0.926-7313

EYECARE

SUNRISE

contact ion.. service for family
Fshlon tram. and sunglasses
by the loading designers Super
Open 7 days a monk
and

insurance
warmly 0.1 -

Medical are
corned SJSU students A WWI ii ways have 10% off Call for appt

CLOSE TO CAMPUS. I bedroom, 1
bath. oft street perking, $475 Cali
licensed
224-1919 766-6640.
COTTAGE 1 BDRM, 1 2010 trm SJSU
Want upper level students couple
ok No smelting 2977679-Ill RPM
RENT TO OWN - For 5o1e-2 Bdon 2
bth doubiewide mobil...me 5
Star Park All appliances. pool. Hs
curt! Story Road A McLaughlin
639.500 Relocating Pl.. call
today. 2967390
I

MONTH FREE" CloSe to cernpus.
large clean bdot 2 WM apt, wfth
secure perking. 1650 275-1945

ACHIEVEMENT

ACCOUNTABILITY

grammar and spell checking.
PS Laser printing
or printing
fre. your MO Speelal discount
tor faculty and students Call

A A-1 SECRETARY, with computer
Close to school Available night

ABSOLUTELY

ACCURATE

ACCOM-

8 30 a m
5942

00 pm

ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD

RFSSING

Thesis

ivory

YOUR

PHOTOGRAPHED
profe.lonal. high quality

WEDDING

by
budget price, fr. inlet-mem:in
Call 371.7867 ask lor SJSU dl. -

witptloo

WORDPROCESSING
Ten. papers Sr 75p Obi spend
proofed Small business letters
moiling lists flyers newsletters

My

AAAAAA Ho, YOU FINAL In FOUND lb.

assi.lance makes Moody Income
possible Easy method starts you
earning quickly For informative

an xperienced, affordable professional typist’ Al 90 words
minute 10.0 make all your papers

RATES"
246-5633

Term papers. theses Resumes and rush lobs are my ....M. Turn your nanowotten
draft into polished 1006 albitegraphies footnotes a snap on my
word processor Special student

TYPING

36114 ilea. messegel

scedenfic. business, taloa were
procesiiing needs Term papers
reports. 011.10110., letters, group
ptojects, menus’.. theses. Mc All

Phone
rat.
menaegai

wademic formats A APA Free
disk storage. SPE. CHEK pun<
tuation grommet assistance All

Very competitive rotes

REASONABLE

Call PATTI et 14001
Sent. Clara ere.

projects

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

discount with
Students wet.
ID Access Deto-261-4982 ask for

In.. dial stotage Quick return all
work guaranteed Coesetle Iron-

TYPING.’

welcome
On eerftpus
utility guaranteed
pickup delivery Call 14001 774-

corned 10 were typing word pro
costing experience L otter quality

Reserve now for your term poper. group protects theses etc
Professional word proceeeIng.

your droll. sit A type you patty A
get 00.01 1.0601 0.1P111 A spelt
proofed call Pinot Pubs at 9453941 971-7999 beeper

EVERGREEN

297-0693

free wervIce al its best wIth AF
FORDABLE RATES, Call PAM at

1329
CAMBRIAN
PROCESSING
WORD
AREA" 15 yrs wporienc Cheap
and fast’ 51 25 per page double
spaced SI 75 pen page sine,.

247-2661 (Santa Clara) STUDENT
A FACULTY DISCOUNTS’
EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONAl TYP
1ST SI 25 dbi wed pegs Please

space Call 679.9254

call Jeennie at 774 1975

gommommonsemmilmommiammmuielairr=loompamemsmin
mint our
ere
(Count approxtmately 30 letters and spaces for each Met

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Three
Two
One
Day
Days
Days
3 Lines $355 $435 $4 75
4 tines
$435 $5 15 55 55
5 LInes $515 $600 $635
6 Lines $595 $680 57(5
Fach Additional Line Add $ 80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

_L

Five
Days
55 20
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

_I _I

11 1 i I L_1 _L1
_LI

L_1 _I_ 1_1_1_1

1

1

1 _1_1_1111111_1_1_1,

1111111111111111111111111111111

Print Nano.

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines 563 00
5-9 Lines $46 00
15 Plus I nes $80 00
Phone: 924-3277

Address

_

Phone
itp

City & State

PERSONALS
imes

I tIr
ELECTROLYSIS

UNCLINIC."
WANTED HAIR removed forever

Confklenflel 335 S
Bayarood
Ave San Jose. cell 217.7486 for
oppolnliten1
I NEED NFL Prl Any parson who wee
present in III. Pub on February
16,(988 at about 12th P50 & wil
nested the ifilock on. young man
by Campus Police. oleo. confect
me (408)256-2100 sish for Devld
or 5600 10 P0 Rev 51695 S J

(Neve

REPORTS. Mt
ler. resume. monuscHwe legal
Editing swell.. Hs. boo de
gr.. Reasonable rates Call 570-

WORDPROCESSING

work guaranteed For Mai role. Wiwi. quick A depeodable worry.

CAL l LINDA TODAY. Avoid the rush’

TYPING

name.. Spaniel. A Chine.

TERM PAPERS BY MAIL" We take

5825

Ter..

now" 405 F Santa Clory Sr at
9Ih call 995-04615 We speak Vet

ENTERPRISE" Metes
alone’ typing A business sera
Ices Fest. reesonable, A war the
univetalty Call 2974047

Free SPFL CHEK, copy
storage Quick turn Santa C.a. Call 24E-

Ingo
-veto’

WRITING Bay

SUCCESS

disc

.round

claity F.perience counts’ Group
papers welcome Stendard A ml

printing

WORD PROCESSING

Thesla specialists Also lierrn p.
Pere. manuscripts. screeripleys.
resumes. repefitive letters tran
edit

TYPING

area. WI service 40 years woo
Cert.
Consubetions,
Hence
Seminars All lob wow Comet
Center 24340/0

Phone Mrs Morton at 266-9446
ENTERPRISE

ape-

APA FORMAT, term paper. thesis wel.

a992
RESUMES

Former English motor with 16 yrs
...Woe.
Willow Glen erea

PROCE

Hy Catalog Berkeley 1415) 841-

SERVICES

punctuation. eentence structure
On newest )APA, %Irmo
-an. etc)

We re fast depend/41o. g a

wise college grads
with papers reports theses (es
peclally sc lone.) etc at 251-0449

WORD
PROCESSING" 12 yew. ...yaw
...fence No 00 too large or
too
small
Rate
Student
St 7 50 hr Rag SI 8 00 hr Hours
030-5 PM ’afternoon hours by
appointment) Call Anna at 972-

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers. Research Mojects. and
R.101,1011 Help with grammar

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT -letter quality
accuracy gueranteed ACI10.10.1C
typing our speciality Eree proo.
ling disk storage
Reasonable
ma
So call us

campus Pickup ...1120W Silly It
251-4665
PROVE SSIONAI

WORDWORKS at 4081
253-WORD 0.253-WORK

resumes & cover letters I look
forward to serving your typing
Hely rat.
- Jane 251-

of reports. theses. etc
1.601
printer Aftordabie accurate dependable Only 17 minutes born

Printy

PLISHED Typist Specializing in
all academic typing. Including
APA format, term papers. theses.

needs this mmoster

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing aselatence editing typing

reports

Available seven deys weekly
Oulck turnaround All work guar
enleed Thank.

crocassette transcription
Free
disk storeys and generous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 pears cope
Hence Call Chrystei .1 9234401

RESEARCH

ters.

0111.116Cr.....

tosums*. bum papery. thews We
also provide disk storage. editing,

end day Rush jobs are my speciality
Call Pam el (4081 7255025 725-9009

Specializing in word perteet and
word Call PJ at 923-2309

processing weds Grephics. let-

ACKNOWL-

EDGEABLE in typing that s tops
Trost TONY, 296-2087 Thanks
51 50 per peg* double spaced

assistonce
Academic awsis
Ghostwriting All subjects Guel.
Med writers Resumes Re-wifft-

WRITING,

5036

lenee for high power Re

AAA CCURACY,

LASERJET OUTPUT Years of overlent* serving SJSU acuity and
students All work guaranteed

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Tele advantage of our eporliee Top sec
reterial service for all your WORD

280-5161

Lk... agent
APT FOR RENT. has POOL & washer Wye. 2 BORK 1.1 2 tothswtoss
Inn SJSU FEMALES only. 0225
Call Julie at 2971586 eves

9RI
SCH001 IS almost out end summer is
almost here Now is the time to
find the perfect summer lob
You no gonna need money to

STEAD
OF"OU

COLLEGE
ROWDIES

JOSTENS RING WEEKS-May 18th
through
213th
Free
Diploma

t EARN HOW TO EARN MONEY

HOUSING

colt Meg .1 266-0583

ability, not...make,,
cell .1 648-5434

agemeot training a gusranteed
income when qualified Call David
lecher or Dick Adam. at 37i

In

nomk. business, scientific, and
political conditions in home country for consulting assistance For
info. Seed resume to (ICS Intl,

between 3-5 PM

Solid In owning their own bull.
noes We provide sales A man

.pertence

cate end California driver. liCCnfl Must be U S cltisen Coll
415493-1800. ext 445

school schedule, but must have 2
mornings a week opening *yell -

3d
largeet Insunence company We
need reliable, stable people Inter -

yrs

ARS" Intl businesses and not..
tors seek foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of *co-

be 18. full and part time Contact
Michael. 135 W Santa Clots St

with

2

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL-

RFD EYE Is looliIng for ssIstent manage. full time A part time in our

OPPORTUNITY

Apply VAN-

SECURITY
3212 Scott
between 010011 A Son Tomas Santa Clara Call 777.9793
Blvd

stores, ship ree or eguly plus
ability. lift 50 lbs. hark ilft 0.4

A PIZZA THE ACTON. $849 hr Orly eta. Pizza A Go Go Must hove
own car, ’neurone.. clean DRY, A

CAREER

experience needed

workers 10 1010 our teem Apply at
2831 Meridian Ace. or call 26571 30 1or appointment

QUIET nEsPEcTniticE
CITIZENS IN THIS STRIP

FOR THE SLIMMER ,I ki GONNA
RENT 11415 SRSGE TO SOME

0--

GUARD

NOW HIRING

FOR SALE
THE BREAD

2118-6434 loran Interview
WSSFOODSERVERS. COOKS. HOSTESS, CASHIERS, end busboys
Marie
Callendets
is
always
looking tor now. enthuslestIc

1.1- WE YICE TO CRT SOME

SINCE AIL YOU KIDS LL DE GONE

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

SEND COMA, MONEY ORDER

Circles Classification:

Oweiread Owl laratee Otani 0012011

OR CASH TO

Announcements

Help Wanted

Services

Automotive
Computers
For Sale

Housing
Lost and Found
Personals

Stereo

SPARTAN DAILY CL ASSIFIEDS

Travel
Typing

San Jose State University
San Jose

California

95192

Deadline

Two days prior to outdo ation

Consecuttve publication dates only
No

refunds on cancelled ads

Das,

Wednesday, May 18, 19tttiiSp.i_ltiiiiyiLik
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HATS 4( TO OUR GRADUATES

armz
Vritannia
of Alinarrt

in Style
Graduates:Ride
Finest Limousines

British Pub and Restaurant

Over 50 of California’s

’Presidential, Stretch, Ultras
’Cadillac, Lincoln, Mercedes,
Rolls Royce
"White, Black or Colored Cars

Twelve Imported
Draft Ales & Beers
BO plus Imported Bottled
Beers

British Food Favourites
served all day

CELEBRATE

(The Limousine Desk

Graduation at SCOTT’S Seafoo

446-5455 24 Hours - 7 Da s a Week

Graduate Resume Discounts!
at
Los Gatos Resume Service
Career counseling & resumes that are
professional & reasonable

5027 ALMADEN EXPRESSWAY, BETWEEN BRANHAM & BLOSSOM HILL
266-0550

DUnDEE’S nIGHT OUT
WITH THE BOYS

That’s what companies say
about how well Adia temps work.
That’s what Adia temps say
about the work Adia gets for them.

"fict Like -Look Like an flussie- Contest
’Drink Like an Russia - Fosters Lager Beer

Saturday, May 28th

Over 100 Job Skills
to Suit Your Needs
-Clerical-Secretarial
- Light Industrial
MarketingLegal
TechnicalAccounting
’Data & Word Processing

SJSU Special
I Dozen Long Stem Roses
with Baby’s Breath Fern,
and cello wrap -$9.99
Bouquet Special
mixed Spring Flowers
with cello wrap -$699

As a Temporary, Adia
Offers You Full -Time
Benefits
-Paid Holidays
’Life/Health Insurance
’Performance Bonuses
Local Assignments

$1 25 all night long
50t flussiekamis
’Ticket, Poster, T -Shirt Giveaways

THURSDAY, MAY 19

at

Come In or Call Today for Immediate Information!
Temporary and Permanent Placement.

Call now for fast delivery

’ the greenhouse

1

Sunday 2-6pm- Dixieland Jazz

Great Job Offer. Adia!

Say Congratulations
with Flowers

ki

Saturday 9pm- Irish Music with The Emeralds

Open lust For You...Saturday, May 28th
From 12 noon to 5 pm
Reservations Necessary 405-971-1700 155 Park Avenue, San lost

644 N. Santa Cruz Ave., Los Gatos (408) 354-2275

All major credit
cards welcome ’INT

Thursday 9pm- Rock ’n Roll with Legs Eleven
Friday 9pm- Traditional British Sing -A-Long with Tommy

1.rcsli 1.1.11. Pasta & Salads
COIR en tent Location & Parking
Vicv, ot SAii Jose
Slono & Dad V4.111 Love It!

Entry Level Business
Academic Management

Roses
Flowers
Plants

EN TS
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

Mt. View/Sunnyvale
Cupertino/Santa Clu
San Jose

2321 Siewns Creek Illut
between Hwy 17 ct Bascom Ate

(415) 941-7100
(408) 257 4802
(408) 296-8414

280-0504
Open 7 Dais 9 - 7.10

A/ Odd-

ADIA

WATER

TOWER

The Employment Ftople

PLRZE1,

CRIDPBEL.

866 - 5 66 6

Tan and Tone for Graduation
Tan City’s People, Modern Design & State of the An Equipment
make Indoor tanning a pleasure.

Congratulations Class of ’88

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

Nobody Sells Volkswagens for Less
Come and see our Class of 88’s,
kv/
A I
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25% off our monthly membership

p
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.

name in tanning.
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/ 7 771s.s.
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Valid only: 9:00AM to 3:00PM weekdays
and
11:00AM to 9:00PM weekends
(must present student I.D.1

Featuring the
SCA Wolff System
The most trusted

San Jose
1011 Town & Country Village
(408) 554-0606

\ ,..
r_1/7::----71::
r.’-’
- -’/ 7-7-7-----.."’

_

Campbell
#255 The Pruneyard
(408) 559-6356

Santa Clara
2000 Homestead Rd. #D
(408) 241-2480
(408) 241 -CITY

and we’ll make your first payment.
Savings for all students:
$0 down *
No payment for 65 days *
Special Spartan discount (with student I.D.)
$4,000 rebate on selected models
financing available on selected models*
Jr approved credit

RESIDENCE
INNfi

KFFP A GREAT THING GOING

A New Kind of Hotelfi

ip=1MMINNI I= GENUINE VOLKSWAGEN PARTS & SERVICE 10=ime

Bring your Volkswagen
into our SERVICE DEPT
with this coupon and
receive:
Lube, Oil , and Filter Special
I$14.95 ( a $49.95 value)
Vri
FREE 27 point vehicle
inspection ( a $54.50 value)
A
off parts & service
i

Remember

I

1

1

For:

I

Ask For Special San Jose State Rates

I

I

’All suites, one and two bedrooms
Fully equipped kitchens
Living room with wood -burning fireplace
Satellite television
Complimentary continental buffet breakfast
24 hour pool and spa

I

k 9

Us

Weddings
Holidays
Graduation
Parent’s Weekend
Family Reunions

I

I

VOLKSWAGEN
N. FIRST STREET
SA N JOSE, CA. 95115
(408) 286-8800

1560

LL15%
e
6-31-88
Iiimmimo. IMWIMMB MMIIIIIIPM1111111=IIMMS1111

I
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For

More

Information

RESIDENCE INN San Jose
2761 South Bascom
Camphell,CA 95008
(408)559-1551

or

Reservations

call

Marriott’s

RESIDENCE INN
Silicon Valley I&11
I. 750 Lakeway Dr. II. 1080 Stewart Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 720-8893, ext. 416

